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EDITORIAL

FROM SURVIVAL TO VOCATION
event in which Christianity figured
editorial to write during
THIS theISlast Aweeks
HIGH
of 1999.
RISK
But
there is a real chance that if we are
horribly and embarrassingly wrong,
few will know because few will have
had the opportunity to read this
editorial. So we will risk it.
We have survived.
We have survived Y2K and all of
that. Planes did not fall out of the sky.
Printers' computers did not fail. The
Dome was ready on time. Normal
service was resumed on January 4th
2000 and, in all honesty, the world did
not look that different from December
31st 1999.

We have also survived it as a Jewish
community, without ever quite
knowing what to make of it.
We declined Her Majesty's
generous invitation to spend Friday
night with her in Greenwich but
accepted the Government's invitation
to an Interfaith event at Parliament on
January 3rd. We nearly didn't survive
that intact but that's another story!
The organised community did not see
the millennium as its party but most
members of the Jewish community
managed to party nevertheless. It
proved quite a useful boost to Israeli

tourism and no one, thank heaven and
Israeli security, tried to `force the end'
by clearing the way for the rebuilding
of the Temple. We managed to score a
few points off each other as to whether
we should even be talking about the
end of the century or the end of a
millennium. But, all in all, if not a
damp squib, it was not exactly a

permanent wall of fire down the
Thames or the Yarkon.
Nevertheless, and we say this with
some hope and anticipation, it may
just be that some centuries from now
historians will write that the year 2000
- alright, of the current, common or
Christian era - is a convenient date at
which to close a particular book in
Jewish history and open another.
It is with no great happiness or
satisfaction that we now go on to
record that the millennium was not an
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prominently or which left a lasting
mark on the Christian world either.
The Archbishop of Canterbury
managed to get in there with Tony
Blair, but only just. Mohammed Ali
made it as Sportsman of the Century.
But nobody seemed interested in
nominating the Christian of the last
millennium. Domes and outsized
ferris wheels out-publicised Christian
vigils and services.
All of which might reasonably
suggest that Christianity does not
stand at the heart of society as it once
did in many parts of the globe.
Consumerism,
secularity
and
sentimentalised paganism are like
candles in the wind and Auld Lang
Syne sung to words which do not scan,
pczcc the eminently sincere Sir Cliff,
were the order of the day. Which is no

great cause for celebration but does
provide a point on which to hang an
editorial getting ever more hazardous.
For the last 2000 years and, in

particular, for the last millennium,
Christianity has impacted on Judaism
far, far more than we usually care to
admit. Michael Hilton's groundbreaking book `The Christian Effect
on Jewish Life' instanced many
familiar Jewish practices which
Christianity helped to shape. But we
should
also
look
back
and
acknowledge a larger picture.
Clearly, we are about to generalise
about complexities. More importantly,
we run the risk of appearing to blame
and complain when that is neither the
point. Nor can we be sure that had the
positions been reversed, we would not
have behaved in exactly the same way.
But that is not the issue.
Living in a hostile, imperialistic
Christian Europe tuned us in upon
ourselves and focused us upon a
Judaism that was self-sufficient and
had no need of the wider society for
its meaning and pulpose. It increased
our desire for separation. It made us
suspicious. It stunted the growth of
the strong pluralistic impulse within
Judaism. It strengthened our tribal

instincts at the expense of openness to
converts. It focused us on selfjustification, self-defence, survival.
Two hundred years after the beginning
of,the Emancipation but less than sixty

years after the Shoah the scars of that
experience still show. Particularly,
outside
of
North
America.
Understandably but not wholly
healthily.
Understandably
but
undesirably that formative promisecum-commandment to Abraham,
repeated so significantly to Isaac and
Jacob, "in you and your descendants
shall all the families of the world find
a blessing" - "fee ');efe a 'rcz4feczfe, be a

blessing" - moved, partly under
Christian pressure, from the centre to
the periphery.
It is just possible that this
millennium date which is only
marginal to Jewish life and
consciousness may nevertheless prove
a convenient date from which to
record that the Jewish people, both in
its land and in the Diaspora, began to
move out from the shadow of selfabsorption and self-defence and
began to recover its vocation and its
mission. To be a blessing. To provide
humanity with a vision. To remind
humanity that each of us is created
b 'tzelem Elohim, ±n the ±ma.ge of God.

Or, in the prophetic words of
Emmanuel Eydoun:
To open eyes when others close
them
to hear when others do not wish
to listen

to look when others turn away
to seek to understand when
others give up
to rouse oneself when others
accept
to continue the struggle even
when one is not the strongest
to cry out when others keep
silent.

`We survived Y2K by moving
beyond survival to vocation'. How's
that for an agenda for someone else's
new millennium?
High risk? Isn't that what faith is

for?.

In the following article, American Rof;orm rabbi Dana Evan Kaplan describes an
initiative to revolutionise contemporary Jewish attitudes to corrversion and bring
thousands, if not millions, Of American gentiles into Judaism. In the Spring 2000 i.ssue of MA:RTNA,
we will publish a number of responses from British Jews.

MILLIONS OF CONVERTS?
iberal Movements today are
TE BRITISH
Lcing many
REFORM
of the AND
same
challenges as the American Reform
Movement. But there is one very
important difference. Whereas in
Britain, as well as Australia, South
Africa, Israel and so forth, the majority
of the Jewish community affiliates to
Orthodoxy, in the United States the
vast majority of Jews are nonOrthodox. This means that American
Refoml Jews are much less concerned
with the implications of their actions
on the Orthodox. It is within this
context that one has to look at the
various initiatives undertaken either
by the American Reform Movement
or by other representatives of the
American Jewish community. One of
the most recent initiatives to try to
respond to the crisis of assimilation
facing
the
American
Jewish
community is the proactive conversion
proposal made by Dr. Gary Tobin.
In May 1999, Tobin delivered a
speech at a private conference held at
the Museum of Jewish Heritage in
New York City. Tobin is the Director
of the Institute for Community and
Religion in San Francisco and the
Director of the Abramson Programme
in Jewish Policy Research at the
University of Judaism in Los Angeles.
The University of Judaism is the West
Coast centre for the study of
Conservative Judaism. It has recently
begun a full rabbinic programme after
serving for decades as a feeder school
for the Jewish Theological Seminary
(JTS) in New York. Tobin, however,
is not a rabbi, but a sociologist and a
Jewish communal professional.

Dana Evan Kaplan
Tobin also published a book at
about the same time called Ope#z.ng
the Gates: How Proactive Coirversion
can Revitalise the Community. In his
book Tobin argues that the Jewish
community should engage in an
organised, proselytising campaign to
recruit hundreds of thousands, if not
millions of new co-religionists. These
new Jews could and should come from
all sorts of ethnic backgrounds and
can thereby serve to diversify the
Jewish ethnic mix, at the same time
that it increases the number of Jews in
the United States. Tobin writes that he
hopes to establish an institution to be
called the National Centre for Jewish
Inclusion which will, according to his

own comments, start with an
endowment of at least fifty million,
and as much as one hundred million,
dollars. Since Tobin advises a group
of Jewish philanthropists known as the
Mega group, he may have reason to
believe that he can raise substantial
sums of money. Others are less
sanguine about his prospects.

Tobin argues that the American
Jewish community could begin a wellplarmed and long temi proselytising
effort that could increase the size of
the American Jewish community
substantially.
The
American
community can take advantage of the
fact that it is so much larger than the
Jewish community in Great Britain
and therefore has far g.reater resources
and far more influence. The
proselytizing campaign could also

help to fuel the "Jewish renaissance"
policy analysts such as Jonathan
Woocher have been promoting. Thus,
according to Tobin, it is a win-win
situation.
Tobin's proposal has generated a
substantial amount of media coverage,
not only in the Jewish press, but in the
secular media as well. Some
newspapers have linked his specific
proposal with a more general look at
conversion to Judaism. The Cfez.cczgo
./cwz.sfe jvei4/s recently ran a cover story

on conversion to Judaism. It featured
a forty-year-old woman named
Jennifer Peters who had decided to
convert from Christianity to Judaism.
Inside the newspaper there was a
lengthy essay by Peters on how she
had gone from being an active
member of her church to becoming a
Jew. She converted on June 24th 1999
at
Congregation
Solel
and,

presumably, the essay was written as a
requirement of the
conversion
programme. On a facing page, a
Jewish Telegraphic Agency article on
Tobin's proposal is reprinted. In the
article, Tobin bluntly states that his
proposal is "not a magic bullet to save
Judaism" but rather part of a
multifaceted strategy for rebuilding
the Jewish community. "If Judaism
institutionally, communally, ideologically is strong and powerful, others
will choose to join. The question is,

are we prepared to let them?"
Tobin's proposal did not come
completely out of the blue. In 1997,
Rabbi
Harold
Schulweis,
the
respected liberal Conservative rabbi
of Temple Beth Israel in Encino,
California wrote an impassioned plea
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for the promotion of conversion to
Judaism. This has been a policy urged
by Schulweis for many years. Tobin,
a fellow Californian, seems to have
been influenced by Schulweis. There

College Press in 1939. The other

ontological ultimate and for which

book
was
William
Braude's
Proselytizing in the First Five
Centuries Of the Common Era: The
age of the Tannaim and Amoraim.

O/feer Jze/I.gz.o#s. Most recent is Shaye

personality is the fundamental
explanatory
principle".
Israeli
sociologist Charles Liebman explains
that Personalism is the strong
tendency to transform the tradition
into terms which stress its meaning to
the individual. Therefore, conversion
to a religion - any religion - is going
to be evaluated in terlns of the worth
to the individual. Loyalty to a
tradition will be seen as secondary, if
it is perceived as a factor at all.
Indeed, if loyalty to tradition played
a stronger role in the consideration of
religious identity, most of these
prospective converts to Judaism
would have remained deeply attached
to the faith of their ancestors.
Religious switching - which has
become so prevalent - has created
the potential for large scale Jewish
proselytizing. But it is also a factor
which has a strong impact on how
one needs to approach and respond to
prospective converts, as well as how
such proselytes are likely to interact
with their new religion and co-

Cohen's,

religionists.

"Wh:y are we so hesitant? Are we ashamed?

Must one really be mad to choose Judaism? "
have been many others, particularly
since Reform leader Rabbi Alexander
Schindler's speech, advocating
Jewish proselytizing. As far back as
1979 Schindler argued that Jewish
proselytizing
had
been
done
extensively in the ancient world but
had declined or even stopped as a
result of severe pressure from the
dominant Christian authorities from
the fourth century onward. Now that
such pressures no longer existed it
was time to renew this more assertive
and self-confident approach to
conversion to Judaism. Schindler
stated "We live in America today. No
repressive laws restrain us. The fear
of persecution no longer inhibits us.
There is no earthly reason now why
we cannot resume our ancient
vocation and open our arms wide to
all newcomers. Why are we so
hesitant? Are we ashamed? Must one
really be a mad man to choose
Judaism? Let us shuffle off our
insecurities. Let us recapture our selfesteem. Let us demonstrate our
confidence in those values which our
faith enshrines".
Thus, the current interest in
conversion follows earlier Reform
thinkers and institutional leaders.
There is an extensive record of
Refomi thinkers advocating Jewish
missionary activity in the United
States, Great Britain, and even
Germany. This record goes back a
hundred years or more.
Tobin is not a historian and is not
interested in searching out the roots
of this idea. He barely mentions
ancient Jewish interest in the subject,
which is unfortunate because there
has been much excellent research
specifically on attitudes toward
conversion in the Biblical, Second
Temple, and Talmudic periods.

There were two well regarded
studies both published during the
Second World War and both written
by scholarly Reform rabbis. One was
Bemard Bamberger's Prose/);fz's773 I.77

the Talmudic Period, which wa,s
published by the Hebrew Union
MANNA WINTEB 2000

Recently a large number of new
books as well as articles have been
published that generally support the
contention that early Judaism
encouraged
conversion.
These
include Gary Porton's 717ze Sfr¢#ger
Within Your Gates: Converts and
Conversion in Rabbinic Literature,
Louis Feldman's Jew cz77d Ge#Zz./e z.72

the Ancient World: Attitudes and
Interactions from Alexander to
/#sfz.#z.¢#, and Robert Goldenberg's
The Nations that Know Thee Not:
Ancient Jewish Attitudes Toward

The

Beginnings

of

Jewishness: Boundaries, Varieties,
Uncertainties.
I.t
±s
very
unsatisfactory that Tobin, as well as
most other recent advocates of
conversion, make do with fleeting
references to the fact that active
conversion to Judaism is not a new
idea. This ignorance is exhibited not
only by those who
advocate
conversion as a public policy, but
also those who write `how to' books
on conversion to Judaism. This latter
topic has become a very popular
subject for books in recent years. Yet
most of the writers seem to know
very little about conversion to
Judaism theologically or historically.
The books are often very good at
describing the psychological factors
that go into the consideration of
adopting a new religious identity.
They can also be useful in describing
the complexities of family dynamics,
both within the nuclear family, as
well as with one's own parents and
other relatives on both sides. But, it
would be helpful if these `how to'
books could tie the current interest in
conversion closer to the historical
development of Judaism as an ancient
faith with a long and complex history.
It is not accidental that the `how
to' books begin with today. The
current American attitude to religion
is based on personalism. Philosopher
John Lavely writes that the term
"personalism" refers to a perspective

where

the

individual

"is

the

Many British Reform rabbis,
particularly those outside the greater
London area, are concerned that a
large number of converts from
completely non-Jewish background
could "flood our congregations" and
diminish the Jewish character of the
congregation. This is not a concern
param.ount in the minds of most
American Reform rabbis or the
American Reform lay leadership. The
reasons for this are complex but have
a lot to do with the fact that, on one
hand, the Reform Movement in
America is much larger with between
1.2 and 1.5 million members. And on

the other hand, there is the strong
sense of being at home that American
Jews
feel.
While
in
earlier
generations, American Jews did feel
`ethnic' and `foreign', today they feel
completely American. American
Refomi Judaism has truly become an
American religious denomination in
which all are welcome. Gary Tobin's
proactive conversion proposal needs
to be understood in that context. If
such a proselytization campaign is
successfully implemented, it could
reinvigorate the American Jewish
community and would have a
substantial impact on the Jews
of Great Britain and around- the

world I
RABBI DANA EVAN KAPLAN I.s cz reseczrcfe
associate at the Centre for Jewish Studies at
the University Of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and is
a Roform rabbi.
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financial house by day and studying by
night and over the weekends. My
childhood was studded by my mother's
anxious whisper of "Be quiet! Your
father's working", or "Be quiet! Your
father's exhausted". I, of course, did
not understand the inplications of these
exhortations. Nor did I understand the
significance of his being offered a
partnership in a small law firm, which
he was only able to take up by my
mother giving up her tiny inheritance
so that he could buy his place in the
fim: standard practice in those days.
My father's partner's name was
Frank Benjamin and the only other
member of the fimi was called Morris
Kaplan. It was several years before I
understood that these were Jewish
names, or that it was relatively unusual
for a Gentile to be invited to become a
partner in a Jewish law firm. Years
later, long after Frank Benjamin had
died, my father amalgamated the firm
with an Afrikaans law firm, which was
even more unusual, but that is another

MY AFFAIR WITH JUDAISM
Gay Hunt-Davis
for a Gentile to paraphrase Rabbi

IT MAT
Lionel SEEM
Blue, particularly
pREsurmTuous
in an
article for a Jewish joumal, but, as
Rabbi William Wolff wrote in his
review of one of Lionel Blue's books
(A44IVIV4 Number 59, Spring 1998,
page 20), Rabbi Blue is "ffee bcsf

known and loved cleric in this
co##frjJ" and is, to the non-Jewish
population of this country, Judaism's
most familiar voice.

My affair with Judaism did not,
however, originate in Britain. I was
brought up and educated in South
Africa, having gone there as a child
after the conclusion of the Second
World War when my parents decided
to emigrate to a country which they felt
to be young and full of hope and

promise. My father was a solicitor,
Cambridge-educated and Londontrained, who discovered that if he
wished to practise in South Africa he
would have to retrain in Roman Dutch
law. This he did - working in a

4

story.
As a child I used occasionally to go

with my parents either to the
Benjamin's or the Kaplan's house.
The fact that the doorways of these
houses held what I later learned were
called "ezc/zof but which I knew
contained verses from the Torah did
not surprise me - our house had been
previously owned by a Jewish family
and our doorways were also
embellished with 7"ezffzoz. Indeed, I

had no idea that there was any
difference between the lives of my
father's partners and our lives until
the Kaplans invited us to their son's
Z7czr777z./zvofo. That was an occasion that

I remember vividly although it took
place many decades ago. The first
thing that struck me was that my father
wore a hat to the ceremony - all men
wore hats in those days to go to work,
a Panama in the summer and a dark
felt hat in the winter -but I had always
seen him remove, rather than don, his
hat when he entered a building,
particularly our parish church.
Secondly,
at the door of the
synagogue, my mother and I were led
away to an upstairs gallery to sit with
the women guests, whilst my father
sat downstairs with the other men. This
seemed very strange to me. But what
struck me most was the service itself.
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I believe that a kind neighbour
explained the procedure to us, but that
didn't matter to me. What enthralled
me was the service itself, which struck
a small girl as being exotic, excitingly
foreign, almost alien and yet
extremely attractive. The words and
the chanting were unlike anything I
had ever heard before and I was deeply
envious of the boy who was the object
of all eyes and ears and who was the
central and vital figure in this strange
ceremony. Some years later I found
my own Confirmation in the Church
of England a very drab affair by
comparison, especially as I was only
one among a nulnber of other girls and
had no opportunity to read or recite on
my own - I was rather a self-important
child.

And the party afterwards was unlike
anything I had ever been to before the food was quite different to
anything I had ever tasted and even
the people looked more interesting
than my parent's normal friends,
though I was slightly disappointed that
the object of all this celebration tuned
out to be shorter than I was, somewhat
overweight and with a tendency to
adolescent spots. But this early
realisation that I lived among people
who looked like me and spoke like me,
but were the inheritors of a culture and
a religion that was quite unlike my own
gave me an early fascination with
religious that has never left me.
I left South Africa in my late teens,
as soon as I had obtained a history
degree at one of the country's few
universities that accepted students of
all colours. Here I had more contact
with Jews, though not in a religious
sense. In my final year I found myself
in a very select tutorial group of just

three students - myself and two young
Jewish men. By this time I was not
surprised that they attended lectures
wearing their 4aptf/a, nor was I
surprised by their intelligence and hard
work. As far as I recall, no Jewish
student dropped out during my time at
university, and they seemed to spend
far less time gazing mistily into beer
tankards
than
their
Gentile
counterparts. They were great friends,
this pair in my tutorial group, and
treated me rather formally and
distantly. The tutorial system involved
the writing of an essay by one of the
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Gay Hunt-Davis with her lusband and some Of her feuhily.

group and distributing copies to the
others several days before we met in
the professor's room for discussion. It
then became a very civilised free-forall, during which one's work was
closely dissected, inspected and
reconstructed. My work was never up
to the standard of my companion's, but
I did learn the value of hard, systematic
work and logical thought and
something must have rubbed off
because when the final results were
pasted up on a board for the entire
university to see, my Jewish colleagues
came first and second and, to
everyone's total amazement, I came
third in our year.
Shortly after graduating I got
married. In those days women became
teachers, secretaries or nurses and
waited for Mr. RIght to come along and
allow them to achieve status and
release from paid drudgery by taking
on unpaid drudgery as wives and
mothers - a decision, I hasten to add,
which I never regretted. In my case Mr.
Right turned out to be 2nd Lieutenant
Right and together we travelled large

parts of the world and came into contact
with people of widely differing
cultures, languages, colours and
religions.

And so my passion for religions was
fed by meeting Muslims, Hindus,
Taoists, followers of Confucius,
Buddhists of various types and
Christians of denominations quite
separate to my own middle-of-the-road
Anglicanism.
But behind
my
fascination was a realisation amounting
to a shame, of the depth of my
ignorance about what these diverse
people believed, why they believed
what they did, and how their beliefs
compared with my own. I read a certain
amount, but usually the books were
unhelpful, either because they were
clothed in a language which I found
impenetrable, or because they were
written
by
missionary-minded
Christians who could not conceive of a
truth outside their own. An example of
the latter is a marvellous old tome,
originally published in 1933, but
reissued in 1962, consisting of nearly
six hundred pages of closely typed

print, of which only twenty-nine are
devoted to a chapter entitled
"Hinduism, Brahmanism, Jainism,
Buddhism, Confucianism, Taosim,
7lfecosapky"! Readers of this article

may be relieved to hear that the chapter
on Judaism covers twenty-eight pages.
Continued on next page
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I went to a
B enedictine Abbey
outside VIorcester
where the prayer,
as in all Benedictine
monasteri,es cand
abbeys, revoives

around the singing
Of the Psalms ;

indeed, much Of the
R:ule Of St. Benedict

is devoted to
which Psalms

should be sung
at which
services throughout
the year
in such a way
that as soon
as the entire cycle
has been
completed it is
started again.
This was a
reminder, should
any be needed,
Of the way i,n

which Christianity
depends upon
its Jewish origins
f;or so much Of

its prayer and
worship.
After years of globe-trotting, I
returned to England and resolved to
address this woeful ignorance. The
courage to do so took another six

years, but finally, like any school
leaver, I found myself in the local
library, immersed in information on
universities, colleges and courses. I

knew exactly what I wanted to study religions - not in a comparative sense,
for that implies that one alone is
considered to be the benchmark by
which all others are judged, but by
considering each in its own right in
which I subsequently learned was a
phenomenological way. So, having
found an educational institution that
fulfilled my criteria, I filled in my
UCAS form, went to an Open day,
was interviewed and accepted to
undertake a BA (Hons) in the Study of
Religions. There followed three of the
most satisfying years of my life. To
my utter amazement the young
students were friendly to a more-thanmature student and the staff far more
supportive than at my first university.
I didn't dye ,my hair pink or wear a
nose stud, having done the equivalent
many years earlier, but I worked as
hard as I had ever done and gained
greater joy from my investigations
into world faiths than I could ever
have believed possible.
The
course included,
in no

particular
order,
modules
on
Buddhism,
Japanese
religions,
Hinduism, Buddhism, Sikkism, Islam,
Judaism,
religion
and
gender,
pilgrimage and Christianity. It also
included a fascinating study of
religions in Britain, .which involved
staying in a religious institution of
one's choice for a week. I went to a
Benedictine Abbey outside Worcester
where the prayer, as in all Benedictine
monasteries and abbeys, revolves
around the singing of the Psalms.
Indeed, much of the Rule of St.
Benedict is devoted to which Psalms
should be sung at which services
throughout the year in such a way that
as soon as the entire cycle has been
completed it is started again. This was
a reminder, should any be needed, of
the way in which Christianity depends
upon its Jewish origins for so much of
its prayer and worship. Then, quite
independently of the college where I
was studying, I attended the
celebration of S!/44of in the West
London Synagogue and was struck
anew by the similarity of the blessing
and prayers which were read there to
those I listened to in my own church.
Indeed, when we climbed the stairs to
the roof of the building at the
conclusion of the service and ate and
drank below the canopy of the s#44czfe
whilst looking up at the stars, I was
reminded quite vividly of Dz.vcz/z.,

which is the Hindu festival of lights.
And when I studied Islam I read stories
of Abraham, Moses and Jesus in the
Koran which awakened echoes of
familiarity within me.
After three years of studying, I seem
to have acquired a taste for leaming
and am about to embark on an MA at
B`ristol University in Contemporary
Theology
which
will
include
investigation into Jewish and Christian
theology after the Holocaust and
Christianity and religious pluralism.
When I was sent a preliminary reading
list I was reminded once more - if a
reminder was indeed necessary - of
the depth and scale of my ignorance.
We live in a world which is far
smaller and more accessible than it
was even twenty years ago. If we are
to live in peace with our fellow men
and women we need to be tolerant of
each other's beliefs and tolerance can
only grow out of knowledge. Even
those who profess to be secularists or
humanists must acknowledge the
influence that religion plays in the
lives of millions of their fellow human
beings - an influence that is not
always beneficial, particularly if it is
allied with nationalism or narrow
extremism. I have mentioned some of
the
most
obvious
connections
between the monotheistic religions.
Connections between those and the
religions of the East are less easy to
recognise, but no-one reading the
Bhagavad Gita, or Song of the Lord,
could fail to be struck by the depth
and power of its philosophy. No-one
who has come into contact with
Buddhists could remain oblivious to
the compassion that underpins their
beliefs.
Few people
could
be
impervious to the beauty of a Jain
temple.
It is the numinous aspect that lies at
the heart of all religions that has fuelled
my desire to pursue an MA. It is this
sense of yeaming that, like Lionel Blue,
has encouraged me to flirt, and even to
indulge in brief affairs with many faiths
but I suspect that my own roots are too
strongly embedded in Christianity to
permit of a marriage elsewhere.
Nevertheless, I shall always retain
feelings of warmth and affection for
those religions with which I enjoyed
flirtations and if I can persuade at least
one other person to flirt with a religion
other than their own, my studies will

not have been in vain .
GAY HUNT-DAVIS wczs bor7€ i.# Brz./oj.# wAere

she now lives but brought up and educated
in South Africa. She is the wife of
Miles Hunt-Davis, Secretary lo the Duke of
Edinburgh.
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In the last issue of MAIN:INA, Rabbi Dow Murmur argued the case that Progressive Judaism
should take a `conservative' and `responsible' position on status matters in doference to
tl.e overriding importance of k:'\zAYisract, the totality of the Jewish people. Rabbi John Rayner was moved to reply.

JEWISH SOLIDARITY
John D Rayner
of its illustrious son, my good
THE friend
RSGBRabbi
CAN Dow
BE PROUD
Marmur.
Since leaving the North Western
Reform Synagogue in 1983 to succeed
Rabbi W Gunther Plaut at Holy
Blossom Temple, Toronto, he has
become one of North American
Reform Judaism's leading thinkers
and an eloquent spokesman of its
conservative wing.
In his conservatism he has remained
remarkably consistent. Shortly before
leaving this country he persuaded the
RSGB to adopt the most stringently
traditional policies in matters of

personal status, even to the point of
importing strictly observant Orthodox
Jews to act as witnesses at its divorce
proceedings, though that last provision
seems to have been quietly dropped
since.

He also tried to persuade the Central
Conference of American Rabbis of his

point of view, addressing one of its
biennial conventions, and expounding
it further in an article in the Spring
1978 issue of CC4R /ow7'#cz/, which
concluded with a challenge to his
colleagues all over the world to debate
`this central issue in Jewish life today' .

the Jewish people as a whole, is selfevidently right. Beyond that, I find
myself unable to agree with him.
He begins with a quotation from
Plaut, implying that the `pietists' read traditionalists -in the Progressive
camp are greatly superior to the

I responded to the challenge in the
Summer 1979 number of the CCAR's
temporarily renamed /owr#cz/ o/

radicals in concern for 4'/cz/ yz.srcze/,

Reform Judaism. But my counterarguments evidently cut no ice with
Marmur, for he has not budged from
his position and in the autumn 1999
issue of A44jvIV4 he returns to the fray
with another broadside entitled `A11

Against One?', prefaced by an
editorial invitation to readers to react
to it. So here we go again.

Marmur's major contention, that we
Progressives, when deciding our
policies,
especially
in
matters
affecting Jewish status, should have
regard for the good of 4'/cz/ yz.srcze/,

emphasis on theology, and attention
to adult education, which I find unjust
and offensive.
With
one
or
two
minor

qualifications, Marmur identifies
himself with Plaut's `pietists' and I
have no problem with that. There
clearly are, and always will be,
different
tendencies
within
Progressive Judaism and as long as
they respect one another they can live
together quite happily. But Marmur is
not content to leave it at that. He is a
man with a mission. His mission is to
persuade the radicals that they are
wrong and he is right, and so `to steer
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Reform

Judaism

toward

full

membership of fr'/cz/ yz.srcze/ and away

from the margins of Jewish life'.
Now it must be said that those of us
who incline more to the radical
tendency do not regard ourselves as
being on the margins of Jewish life or
as lacking full membership of the
Jewish people, and in so far as others
so regard us, they are equally
dismissive
of cz// varieties
of
Progressive Judaism. In Anglo-Jewry,

for instance, the Orthodox authorities
are no more tolerant towards the
Reform than towards the Liberal
movement, while on its representative
bodies both alike are accepted and
play their part. As for individuals
outside both movements, in so far as
they see any difference, some are more
sympathetic to one and some to the
other.
As for Marmur's conviction that his
is the only way to realise American
Reform's `potential of becoming the
normative Judaism of the next
century' , if that is a matter of numbers,
surely the UAHC - Union of
American Hebrew Congregations,
ideologically
corresponding
to
Britain's ULPS -is already the largest
synagogal body in the USA,
comprising about 40% of the
affiliated. If it is a matter of
institutions, publications, education,
liturgical creativity, social action and
communal leadership, it already
compares
respectably
with
its
Conservative
and
Orthodox
counterparts. There is indeed room for
further growth, but should that be the
summit of a religious movement's
ambitions?
The desire to promote the unity of
the Jewish people is certainly
commendable, and few slogans are

Those Of us

who incline more
to the
radical tendency

do not regard
ourseives

as being on
the margins
Of Jewish life

or as lacking
full membership
Of the

Jewish people,
and in so f;ar
as others so

regard us,
they are equally
dismissive Of tlHI

varieties
Of progressive
Judaism.

guaranteed to win more rapturous
applause from almost any Jewish
gallery. But let us analyse a little what
it means.
In my lecture on `Progressive

Judaism and Jewish Unity' under the
aegis of the Freehof Institute of
Progressive Halakhah during the
November 1998 conference of the
European Region of the World Union
for Progressive Judaism in Lyons, I
distinguished between `geopolitical',
`cultural' and `doctrinal' unity, none

of which have ever existed to any great
extent or for any length of time in our
history, and pointed out that since the
Emancipation even `behavioural'
unity has largely ceased, so that the
quandary today is how to maintain
Jewish unity I.# spz.Ze o/ all that
diversity.
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That the diversity is a fact, Marmur
readily admits, and except in one
respect it does not bother him unduly.
As he writes, `Whether you keep
/cosfee7. or not, whether you are a
shomer/shomeret shabbat or ryof , even
whether you believe in /orczf A4os¢e
mi'Sinai [sic] or not w" .Tn rio Way
affect your status as a Jew'. So there is
the exception.
Marmur evidently concurs with a
number of Jewish writers, some of
whom he quotes, who have in the past
twenty years published alarmist books
predicting that we shall soon become
two peoples if we do not get our act
together on the `Who is a Jew?' issue,
and putting all the blame for this

potentially disastrous situation on `the

cavalier manner in which American
Reform changed the criteria for Jewish
status by triumphantly adopting the
principle of patrilineal descent'. [Note
the unwarranted emotive terms which
I have emphasised].
This charge was enthusiastically
taken up by Orthodox militants in their
propaganda war against Progressive
Judaism, especially in Israel, where
its rabbis, vastly outnumbered,
became intimidated by it, begged their
American colleagues to change their
policies, especially on patrilineality,
so that they might be less of an
embarrassment to them, and have
found in Dow Marmur a willing
spokesman for their cause.
That Orthodox rabbis refuse to set
foot in Progressive Judaism's
synagogues, or to refer to its rabbis as
rabbis, or to recognise their marriages
or conversions, or to sit with them on
comlnon platforms: all that may be
regrettable but is not a breach of unity
remotely comparable with the havoc
Progressive Judaism has wrought by
its deviations from tradition in status
matters. That is the argument. Let us
see how much truth there is in it.
Already now there are tens,
probably hundreds 6f thousands, of
people who are Jews in every sense
except that Orthodoxy does not
recognise them as such because they
or their mothers or grandmothers or
great-grandmothers were converted to
Judaism, or had their Jewish status
recognised, under non-Orthodox
auspices, so that Orthodox Jews are
theoretically debarred from marrying
them. That is indeed sad, but it has
been so for a long time, and has not
destroyed Jewish unity.
Admittedly, the problem is set to

grow in magnitude, so that for the
strictly Orthodox the marriage market
will gradually shrink even further. But
since they boast a high birthrate, that
should not be too serious a problem
for them, and in any case the dire
prediction of `two peoples' has not
materialised.

Why not? Because, as I said in
Lyons, there is another kind of unity,
besides
geopolitical,
cultural,
doctrinal and behavioural, which has
usually prevailed over all such

differences, and that is solidarity: the
deep-down feeling that we are one

people with a common history,
purpose and destiny. That is why most
Jews, far from refusing to respect or
tolerate
Progressive
Judaism's
reforms , as xp±of#tFTnru±'F8'n±ensaxteLpt#85

Incomparably more serious are remarriages Of
civilly divorced Jewesses who have not received

an Orthodox gct, f;or from an Orthodox powh Of

view they are null and void, and any children
resulting from them are rn:fxrnz!chrr+ - bastards -

whose stigma transmi,ts itself from generation to

generation until the end Of tine.
sympathise with them or turn a blind
eye to them for the sake of fr'/a/
yis7.cze/, and why inter-denominational
co-operation in all sorts of communal,
representative, charitable, educational
and
Zionist
organisations
has
continued, even increased, in recent
times. The vast majority of the Jewish
people are for inclusiveness. Most are

for All.
Besides, it is not true, as the
alarmists allege, that intermarriage
between the different streams of
Judaism is a problem of insuperable
difficulty
and
heart-rending
tragicality. For if both partners are
Jewish by Orthodox standards, there
is no problem, and if one is a
Progressive proselyte, that is not the
end of the world either. For they can
still be married in a Progressive
synagogue, or civilly, or he or she can
be re-converted under Orthodox
auspices, and if she is the proselyte,
her children can go through an
Orthodox conversion.
Regarding persons accepted as
Jewish without conversion on the
basis of the patrilineal principle - the
case for which is so strong that even
the Reconstructionists have adopted
it, and there is significant unofficial
support for it in other sections of
Jewry - not only are such cases very
few compared with our proselytes,
but even if we converted them, their
Jewish status would still not be
recognised by Orthodoxy. So here is
a
non-problem
which
antiProgressive propaganda has blown up
out of all proportion.
Incomparably more serious are
remarriages of civilly divorced
Jewesses who have not received an

generation to generation until the end
of time. Here rabbinic marriage law
is doubly objectionable: because it
discriminates against women - a
man's remaITiage without a get would
be retroactively valid and produce
unblemished offspring - and because
to penalise the innocent children of a
forbidden union is manifestly unjust.
The policy of the RSGB in such
cases is to issue it own ge£. This,

however, has two drawbacks. First, it
is, like the traditional one, unilateral,
and therefore violates the principle
of sex equality which the RSGB
otherwise upholds. Secondly, it is not
recognised
by
the
Orthodox
authorities and therefore does nothing
to solve the problem. By contrast, the
ULPS, while offering its own gef,
which is reciprocal and therefore
consistent with its policy of equal
rights
for
men
and
women,
nevertheless urges the woman in such
a case to obtain a gef from an
Orthodox
Beth
Din
whenever
possible, so as to protect her future
children from the disabilities which
orthodoxy would otherwise unjustly
impose on them. The reader will
judge which of these policies shows
greater regaLrd for k'lal Yisrael.
The editor of A4:4IVIVA, in his

preface
to
the
article
under
discussion, invited readers to respond
`both on the broad thrust of Marmur's

argument and also on whether this
sheds light on the differing attitudes
of our two Movements to certain
fecz/czfrfez.c issues." I have dealt with

the former. My comment on the
latter is that the differences are very

in the last forty years. Within the
spectrum of Progressive Judaism,
the ULPS has moved from a far-left
to a slightly left-of-centre position,
while the RSGB has moved from a
far-right to a slightly-right-of-centre
one. For instance, the ULPS has
adopted a more traditional liturgy,
given greater emphasis to Hebrew,
and reintroduced a number of
previously discarded practices. The
RSGB has advanced from an
uncreative to a creative liturgy,
raised the status of women to one of
near-equality with men, and reversed
a policy of discouraging proselytes
in favour of outreach.
Marmur's article plays into the
hands of Progressive Judaism's
enemies, undermines the selfconfidence of its adherents, sows
discord
between
its
more
conservative and more radical
tendencies, and is redolent of the
holier-than-thou neo-traditionalism
which was
so unattractive
a
characteristic of the otherwise
splendid Reform youth movement in
the 1950s and 60s, when I first came
into contact with it. But that is a
matter of the past. There may be a
few diehards who are still that way
inclined. But by and large, if I am
not mistaken, the RSGB, led by a
new generation of rabbis, has moved
on from that phase and will, I trust,
resist any tendency to revert to it.
The `central issue in Jewish life
today' is not how to diminish the
differences between the various
streams of Judaism - for they will

persist whatever we do - but how to
promote a culture of mutual respect
and toleration transcending them.
As
regards
Britain's
two
Progressive movements, surely the
scenario to be hoped for is one in
which both of them, each with its
strengths and weaknesses, will
march forward side by side into the
new century, not looking over their
shoulders to the right or to the left,
open-mindedly
considering
all
options both traditional and radical,
not politicking against each other
but
co-operating
as
much
as
possible,
perhaps
even
con federating, and jointly as well as
severally seeking to evolve the best
kind of Judaism for /c '/cz/ yz.srcze/, the

slight, and such little `blue water' as
there is between them does not
support the inference, evidently

Jewish people of the future I

point of view they are null and void,
and any children resulting from them

intended by Marmur, that the RSGB

are 772cz772zerz./72 - bastards - whose

the ULPS.
The fact is that both have changed

President of the Union of Liberal and
Progi.essive Synagogues, Minister Emeritus of
the Libel.al Jewish Synagogue and author Of a
numbel. of imporlan[ books on aspects of
Liberal Judaism.

Orthodox gef, for from an Orthodox

stigma

10

transmits

itself

from

is more fa'/cz/ yz.s7~cze/-minded than
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egalitarian principle. In marriage it

means that husband and wife have
equal worth and equal responsibility.
At least in theory there are no
predetermined role expectations or
limitations.6

In Judaism, sanctification is an act
of separation which causes one to be
in God's presence and/or to live in
relationship to God. Jmz.Jczfco dez. (the

imitation of God) is a major mode of
sanctification. It is a reciprocal
process.

Your shall sanctify yourselves and
be holy for I am the Etemal Your
God. You shall faithfully observe
my laws. I the Etemal make you
holy.7
In Reform Judaism, hec7#sfeczfe is

WE NEED A NEW
WEDDING SERVICE

(ordinary) rather than /Gczdosfe (holy).

If the Jew does not do what God does,
Shabbat does not come. The Torah

THE theGOAL
transformation
OFof marriage
THIS

provides the primary rationale for
Shabbat observance for itself as a
reminder of Creation and Redemption.
These theological concepts have
important ethical implications and in
relationship to marriage, Creation and
Redemption are the basic themes of

in Reform Judaism from its classical

the S7zcvcz Be7`czc%o/ (Seven Wedding

form as ke.dd#sfez.73, I rooted in property

Blessings). Holiness means living a
life in relationship to and in the

Peter S REobel
article

is

to

demonstrate

law,2 into an egalitarian partnership
Brz.f 4fe%v;.in, a Covenant of Lovers, a

name coined by Rachel Adler.
Dr. Adler makes explicit what has

gradually been transpiring in Reform
Judaism's understanding of the
marriage. Reform Judaism has
reformulated the ceremony both in
word and in symbolic action to
recognise that words and symbols that
are identified with traditional Jewish
marriage do not accurately reflect
contemporary Progressive Jewish
marriage. Progressive Judaism has
spiritualised the term de.c7d#s%z.7z and
mutualised the act of de.72);cz77.3

A primary ethical principle in
Reform Judaism is the egalitarian
principle. Rooting itself in the first

presence of God. Marriage is the
sanctified relationship par excellence
that sets the parameters of all other
relationships.

"Jcec7ctsfeczfe is acquired

through fulfilling the "z./zvo/."9

It is the meaning of the term
kz.c7cJ#sfez.77 which is essential to our

understanding of Jewish marriage.
Only when we understand the values
that define the word will be able to
ask

the

appropriate

%cz/czfrfez.c

questions. Rabbi Herbert Bronstein
finds one of the best descriptions of
the meaning of marriage as fo.dd#sfez.#
in Reform Judaism in an essay in
Gates of Mitzvah. It does not define
the

fecz/czkfeczfe

of marriage but it

czdcz77€.4 The fecz/a4Aczfe must be changed

delineates the theological and ethical
concepts which must be represented
by The halalchah.\°
In Judaism the Holy of Holies of
• all relationships, to which the

to reflect commitment to male/female

poetic genius of the Hebraic spirit

equality.5 If there is one agreed upon

turned most often for the
paradigm of the covenant between
God and Israel, was and is the

creation narrative, humankind /czdcz77!/
is created in the image of God. Both

male and female are identified as

principle in Reform Judaism, which is
beyond compromise, it is the

12

primarily an ethical category but not
exclusively an ethical category.8 For
example, in Gen. 2: 2-3 God rests,
blesses, and hallows the seventh day,
thereby creating Shabbat. Each week
the Jew does the same thing in order
to create Shabbat. Without human
action Shabbat does not come. The
time remains in the category of cAo/
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covenant between husband and
wife...A sacred entity comes into
being in Jewish marriage. As in
the Kz.dd#sfe of Shabbat we set
apart a period of time as holy, in
Kz.ddwsfez.# husband and wife set

each other apart...In the view of
Reform, this "setting aside" is
mutual; both husband and wife are
consecrated to each other.]] They

create a sacred entity in the act of

4
primary
ethical
principle
z'73

Kiddus kin corLsecra;tiior\.

In the Jewish marriage service,
in the very act of consecrating a
particular relationship as holy, the
potential
sanctity
of
all
relationships is asserted. Husband
and wife represent the bond
between God and humanity, the
ideal toward which all human
relationships
should
strive.
Kz.dd#sfez.7! is the rooting of the

human in the realm of the sacred,
with the goal that all our
relationships
become
holy,
bearing the blossom and fruit of
life.
It is the spiritualisation of fredatsfeczfe
which affects our fecz/czfrfez.c concept of

marriage.[2 Reform Judaism takes
theology seriously and when its
liturgical formulae and ritual actions
do not accurately reflect its ethicotheological
underpinnings,
the
formulae and ritual actions are
changed or re-interpreted. ]3

The primary metaphor for marriage,
which dominates Jewish theology, is
brz.f. The marriage metaphor is used to
describe the covenant between God
and the Jewish people. The wedding
took place at Sinai with the Torah as
the frefwbcz%.

It is this theme of

covenant that dominates the thinking
of Eugene Borowitz as Reform
Judaism's leading contemporary
thinker. He has described marriage as
the most appropriate ethical context
for sexual relations because it is the
best vehicle for expressing intimacy
and perpetuating the Jewish people
and because every Jewish marriage is
a reflection of the convenantal
marriage between God and Jewish
people.`4

The Jewish community has found
a more central and significant
forin for the individual Jew to live
in...than the personal covenant of
marriage. In its exclusiveness and
fidelity it has been the chief
analogy to the oneness of the
relationship with God as the
source of personal worth and
development.
In
marriage's
intermixture
of love
and
obligation the Jew has seen the
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Ref;orm

Judaism
is the

egalitarian
principle.
Rooting

itself

in the

„7ls'
creation

narrative,
humoLndnd

(adam)

model of faith in God permeating
the heart and thence all one's
actions. Through children, Jews
have found the greatest personal
joy while carrying out the ancient
Jewish pledge to endure through
history for God's sake.15

Contemporary Jewish marriage is
ideally an I-Thou relationship between
the lovers. For Buber, the Eternal
Thou (God) is present in every I-Thou
relationship and the rabbis believed
that God was present in proper
moments of sexual intimacy between
wife and husband. Theologicrally,
Borowitz
struggles
with
an
understanding of relationship with
God who is superior and more
powerful than humankind and how the
relationship to that deity is modelled
in the marriage. Ultimately Borowitz
maintains that human dignity depends
on autonomy and freedom.]6 He
writes:

We have an old-new model for
such open, unsettled but mutually
dignifying relations, namely
"covenant" now less a contract
spelled from on high than a loving
effort to live in reciprocal respect.
As the pain of trying to create
egalitarian marriages indicates we
cannot know early on what forms
and processes most people will
find
appropriate
to
such
relationships. We can, however,
accept coventantal relationship as
a central ethical challenge of our
time and pragmatically lean how
we might sanctify ourselves by
living it.17

z's

created

in the

inage Of
God.

Both male
cand

female
are
identified
CZS

adam.

It is important to note that Borowitz
realises that marriage is undergoing
significant change. Central to the
covenant of marriage as Borowitz
describes it is its egalitarian nature.
This, he indicates, represents a
substantial shift from the past. The
relationship ' s
intimacy
and
egalitarianism
is
reflected
in
contemporary readings of Song of
Songs. One of the most frequently
invoked wedding texts is from Song
o£ Song - Ant ledodi vedodi li "1 a.in
my beloved's and my beloved is
mine." The book, seen as a whole, is a
description of an ideal, mutual loving
relationship in which both lovers
initiate sex. The woman's voice in the
relationship is as prominent as the
man's
voice.
The
rabbinic
interpretation of Song of Songs as an
allegory about the relationship
between God and Israel only heightens
the religious meaning of sexual
intimacy. Love is the dominant
Contirmed on next page
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emotion. The lovers freely choose one
another. Song of Songs presents a
loving relationship in which neither

partner is dominant.
Marriage takes place between two
equals who choose to marry one
another. Each individual has reached
the age of majority and commits her/
himself to the other person. This is a
far cry from the traditional concept of
fa.dd24s%z.7c where a woman moves from

the authority of her father to the
authority of her husband.
Judith Plaskow, reflecting what is
clearly the progressive Jewish ideal,
writes:
Marriage will not be about the

transfer

of

women

or

the

sanctification of potential disorder
through the firm establishment of
women in the partriarchal family,
but the decision of two adults to
make their lives together which
include sharing their sexuality.18

status is changed completely. She
becomes permitted sexually to her
husband and forbidden to all other
men. Her husband's on the other hand
hardly changes. He is still permitted
to most of the women to whom he was
previously permitted except for
certain relatives of the bride. While
monogamy is the norm in Orthodox
Judaism, it is clear in countries where
it is standard for men to have more

women is the A4z.sfe#cz¢ 's way of

effecting the sanctification - that
is special handing - of what, for
the
moment,
disturbs
and
disorders the orderly world. The
work of sanctification becomes
necessary in particular at the point
of danger or disorder so as to
preserve the normal mode of
creation so that maleness may
encompass, all, even at the critical

A married man who "corrmits adultery" with an
unmarried woman is still not subject to the same
penalty as a woman who coryrmitted the same
offence. If. a woman has commi,tted adultery,

her l"sband is required to divorce her and she
loses the monetary settlement Of the fuchultoah;h.

It is the Slfeei;fl Berczc%oZ that express

the essence of marriage and it is to
this text that we must look if we are to
understand marriage. As Adler says, it
is these blessings which make it
``respectable" and reframe fa.ddztsfez.72

as acquisition as an archetype of
redemptive union."]9 God is creator

and humankind share the divine image
with God and, like God, they are
capable of creation. The couple's love
participates in the perfection of the
Garden of Eden and the first marriage
of Adam and Eve whose 773esczdder
fa.ddcfsfez.# (officiant) was God and its

joy
anticipates
the
messianic
fulfilment promised by the prophets.
Its symbols are a cup of blessing and
the cfe#j7pczfe, the marital chamber

which is symbolic of the intimacy they
will share and the sanctuary they will
build. For the home is the replacement
for the sanctuary. It is 777z.fadczfes 772e 'czZ,

the Temple writ small.
In Reform Judaism the symbolic act
of fe.#j;¢73 (acquisition) has become a

mutual

exchange

rather than a

unilateral exchange. Such an exchange
in the traditional %cz/cz4¢czfe invalidates

the transaction.
The traditional hefatb¢fe has been

replaced by an egalitarian document
which eliminates most if not all of the

than one wife that it is still potentially
and maybe actually permissible. In
addition, a married man who
"commits adultery" with an unmarried
woman is still not subject to the same
penalty as a woman who committed
the same offence. If a woman has
committed adultery, her husband is
required to divorce her and she loses
the monetary settlement of the
ketubah.
In an extended analysis of the
Jewish wedding ceremony, Rachel
Adler points out that two different
visions of the relationship between
husband and wife are presented i.e.
possession and covenantal partner.
The ceremony of fe.dda!s%z.# is about

marriage as brz.i s%zjvz.773. Most Reform

Jews would already understand their
marriage to be an egalitarian,
covenantal partnership.22 The double
de.#}/a# is understood to accomplish
this, but the double fo.72)/cz72 already

changes

the

¢¢/a4fez.c paradigm,

because a double ke.#}/cz7z invalidates

the transaction. Further, a man cannot
bestow himself upon a woman; he
must declare "you are mine" and not
"I am yours".23

wife] gives him [the husband] money
and betroths him, it is valid a

ke.c7d#sfez.#, even in its egaliterianised

ke.cJd24sfez.#.. therefore, Scripture wrote,

form, is insufficient to symbolise the
radical nature of the change that
Refoml Judaism has made in the status
of women. A new ceremony would
mean that women are more than
honorary men but that they were full

fecz/czfafez.c language. The text of a

traditional hezctbcz% is primarily an

A4isfe7zcz% cannot make women into

economic document that stipulates a
man's obligation to his wife during
the marriage and in case he dies or
divorces her. The document is not
mutual and is rarely used in Reform
weddings. In fact, ethically, it ought

men. But it can provide for a
world in which it is normal for
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We can reinteapret a ritual or we
can create a new ritual to symbolise
the newly understood reality. This is
the choice, which is posed to us by
Rachel
Adler's
description
of

normalising the place of women. It
represents a view of women which
Reform
Judaism
rejects.
The
maintenance of the ceremony of

partners
whose
gender
is
acknowledged as being part of the
original creation of humankind.

not to be used.20
In the %cz/¢4feczfe, only a woman's

Point of transfer.2l

women to be subject to men father or husband - and a system
to regularise the transfer of
women from the hand of the father
to that of the husband. The
regulation of the transfer of

A woman cannot initiate marriage.
"I would have thought, if she [the

`when a man taketh', but not, `when a

woman taketh" nor can it result from
mutual exchange.24

It is the woman who must be
acquired because only the woman
undergoes a status change. She
will belong exclusively to that
man. The man will not belong to
the
woman
because,
in
relationships, men are subjects but
never objects unless they are
slaves. Hence a man can validly
declare, "Be espoused to half of
me", because he may divide
himself among as many women as
he chooses, but if he declares ``1

hereby espouse half of you", no
4z.c7dwsfez.#

has

been effected,
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because unlike a slave who may
be owned fractionally by several
masters, a woman can only be
espoused as the exclusive
acquisition of one man.25

Rachel Adler also rejects mutual
fa.#);cz" for additional reasons that it is
a continuation of the commodification
of people.26 She argues that this does
not reflect contemporary egalitarian
Jewish marriage. She takes seriously

the ritual of marriage as a statement of
the AczJczfr%czfe as well as theology and

ethics. Therefore, she proposes to call
marriage what it has become, Brz.f
4fet{vz.in, a covenant of lovers and to
create the covenant as a partnership
creating a ritual which reflects the way
partnerships are created in the

halakhah.
She points to three elements in the
Creation of a partnership:27
1. A partnership deed.

2. A
statement
of
personal
undertaking in which partners
committed themselves to certain
acts on behalf of the partnership.
3. A frz.7!);a" or symbolic act of

acquisition of the partnership.
Her brz.£ document contains the
following elements: 1) a pledge of
sexual exclusivity, 2) a commitment
to the rights and duties of a familial
relationship, 3) an assumption of joint
responsibility for children, 4) a pledge
to live a holy life as a Jewish family,
5) a pledge to fulfil communal
responsibilities, 6) a pledge that either
spouse will protect the dignity and
comfort of the other in his or her

mczmze7'wf,
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Reform

have

and ethical standards. We should stand
on solid ground but that we must reject
Orthodoxy as the standard by which
we determine what is fe¢/czkrfez.c. If

in a state of flux.
Lev. 20:7-8.

8

We do not believe that God commands the

9
]°

provides a rationale for observance, rejecting or
reformulating what it cannot justify ethically,

for our fecz/c!fa¢z.c conceptualisation and

effectuation of marriage we should
expect that in the future as society's
understanding
of
intimate
relationships and sexual identity
continue to undergo transformation we
will make other changes .
PETER KIIOBEL is the Senior Rabbi Of Beth
Emet the Free Synagogue in Evanston, Illinois
and chair Of the Liturgy Corference Of the
Central Corferenee Of American Rabbis. He
spent his 1998 sabbatical as interim rabbi at
North West Surrey Synagogue.

unethical. Therefore, if a particular law is
deemed unjust we exercise our authority using
the pr.ineip\e Ein lo la-dayyan ella mah sl2eei.#av ro 'o/ See Roth Halakhic Process pp 85ff.
We also would apply the concept attached to
some of the laws in Leviticus and Deuteronomy
that anything which oppresses or exploits
another is prohibited because we were strangers
and slaves in Egypt. A hermeneutic of justice
strictly and carefully applied is part of the
R.efom\ halakhic proc;ess.
See Max Kadushin worsA!.p a#dE/Ai.cs p.223.
Hc!/akfaa is the crystallisation of aggadrA. This

is most clear in Reform Judaism in which'

ethical categories are determinative
"

psychologically or aesthetically.
The issue of mutual *i.#}Ja# is discussed in detail
below.

12

7:rfee Sfaeva Bercrckof the most objectionable

aspects o[ the klddushin a§ a\ ceremony ot kinyan

'3

acquisition. It seems clear that the rabbis used
the blessings to transform the meaning of the
event and to distinguish it from other economic
transactions. Reform Judaism makes explicit
what is implicit in the Sfleva BeracAof.
The double ring ceremony, the change or
elimination of bj.rAc[f erwsi.# and substitution of

14
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either a marriage certificate or a egalitarian
kef wbaA for the traditional are among the most
obvious examples in the wedding ceremony.
Gates ofMitzvah.
Eugene Borowitz Exploring Jewish Ethics as
cited by Levitt p.75.

'6
I

A central thesis of my argument is that k!.ddwsAin

is understood as a legal process in which a

17

partnership is sealed using symbolism drawn
from property law. The meaning of the
transaction is understood through the medium of
the Sfeeva Berc[choJ. Rachel Adler in her book
Engendering Judaism An Inclusive Theology and

18
19

20

prevented us from recognising the changes that
Reform Judaism has made.
It is clear the Rabbinic tradition and Orthodox

Ad|erp.18l.

Somewill argue that forthe sake of4'/a/ yisrae/

traditional Ae/#baA calls into question the

authorities such as Maurice Lamm in 7lrfee Jewi.sA

kedwsfrc!. Zlfee use of the traditional 4.e/wbaA calls

Way in Love and Marriage a;re uncomSortiib\e
with the concept of a woman as property but they

into question the fredwsfea of our marriage
ceremony.

have largely failed to change the Aa/czkfaa to

21

redress the unequal distribution of power and to
permit women to initiate divorce so that they do
not have to remain married against their will. In
addition, during the wedding ceremony the
woman is a passive rather than active participant
making it clear that she is a "second class
citizen".

3

JudaithplaskowstandingAgain atsinai p,145.

Moshe Feinstein has pointed out, Reform
weddings are sa/ek friddwsAj.n at best because
there is a prima fascia assumption that there
were no kosher witnesses present. While his
decision allows a woman married by a Reform
rabbi to remarry without a ge/ (Jewish divorce)
and may be considered a leniency. Our decision
must not be based on trying to satisfy the
halachic requirements of other movements
unless it can be done in a way that maintains the
ethical nature of kedwsfaa. The use of the

proposal to change the ceremony using
partnership law not property law. This will be
discussed in detail below. Central to my argument
is that we have created a new legal institution that
has similarities to the old and uses a ceremony to
effectuate that is drawn from the old paradigm
The similarity of name and ceremony has

2

Eugene Borowitz Renewing the Covenant
passim.
AscitedbyLevittp.79.

we ought to use the traditional 4e/wbcrfe. As

Effel.cs 1997 (pp. 169-207) makes an important

This does not mean that our understanding of
marriage is merely spiritual, not Aa/a*fei.c. While

(a divorce ritual) created by the
Central Conference of American
Rabbis might suffice. At least in North

are issued only by the Orthodox, and
while some of us suggest a gef to
preserve the marriageability of

in

responsibilities. Marriage as an institution is still
7

fecz/czfrfe&fe according to our theological

dissolved, it would obviously be
different than a gef. The Seder P/~ed¢fe

America, universally acceptable gz.ffz.7?

we

eliminated the category of m¢mzerwf,
will marry a froAe# and divorcee29 and
have our own standards for
conversion, all of which are
unacceptable to the Orthodox. It is
clear to me that we should evolve our

dying.28

The rewriting of the ceremony in
such a dramatic way would in fact
make it clear that in Refomi Judaism
we have reformulated our concept of
marriage. She writes that it would also
have implications for the dissolution
of marriage. Many Reform rabbis
(though not in Britain) have rejected
the necessity of the get because just as
the man only has power to execute a
marriage only a man can initiate
divorce. Adler raises the question as
to whether this non-traditional form
of marriage would require a gef. While
for the sake of consistency we would
insist on a ceremony that indicates
that the partnership has been

carry a disproportionate share of familial

divorced and to protect unborn
children again the accusations of

Jacob NeusnerAHistoryoftheMishnaicLaw

o£ `Woman.. The Mishnalc System Of Women
22

part 5 p.268.
I suspect that most Orthodox Jews would
understand their relationship similarly. In this
situation there is a cognitive dissonance between
what is done ritually and what is believed
theologically. However, Orthodox feminists
have begun to offer an increasing insistent
critique of Jewish marriage law.

there currently is a considerable amount of
liturgical creativity in relationship to marriage,
it only reflects the fact that the marriage

Kid. 4b

paradigm is undergoing a significant shift. The
ceremony is a legal act whose language is

Adler strives for an ethical consistency while

performative. Its speech acts create a new reality
i.e. two unrelated individuals become a married
couple. These acts have legal and economic
consequences and must be terminated by a legal

marriage. Her solution is very much in keeping
with the founders of Reform Judaism who

process. Our spiritualisation of k!.ddws/zi.H
reflects a changed Acr/czk/!i.c, not merely czggcrd!.c

understanding.

Kid. 3a, 6b.
Adler p.176.

looking for a proper fecz/c!AA[.c paradigm for

justified their changes on the basis of traditional
texts. She acknowledges that marriage is a legal
relationship and not only a spiritual one and
therefore it must have a legal framework for its
initiation and termination.

`

Gen.1:27;5:1-2.

Adler p.193.

5

Societal change constitutes srfr[.H#w!. Aciz./f!.in

Adler p.194.

6

(change in the times). New information justifies

Reform Judaism has, in fact, rejected the concept

a change in the Aa/aA-Aa.

that froAa#!.»]
restrictions.

I say "I.# fAeoty"because womenwho work still

have

special

privileges

or
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Left
Two fathers bringing Sanm,y from the
hall to meet his bride.
L to R - Moshe Hartman, Sammy, RJ.

Right
Mothers bring Liat to the Chuppch.
L to R - Mickey Jackman, Liat and
Harriet Hartman.

A MARRIAGE IS
ARRANGED
Robert Jackman
In the winter 1999 edition of
IVIA:"INA, Robert Jackman, a
slightly bemused member of the
North Western Roform Synagogue
in North West London, described
how his son Sammy had

gone f i.om Oxf ord to yeshiIvah
on the West Bank and
Orthodox rabbinic studies.
The article ended with a
shadchan I.H seaircfe a/ar

suitable bride for Sammy.
Robert Jackman
continues the story.

personal
introductions
were
unsuccessful and when the third

of positive reaction by Liat, deemed
more suitable than the other five
once-in-a-lifetime, made-in-heaven
opportunities. Details of background
and brainpower are pre-requisites
where so much emotional energy is at
stake as, unlike secular dating,

proposed sfez.czd#c/2 finished after two

sfez.c7dkcfes soon become marrieds if the

months, he said to her somewhat sagely

necessary spark ignites theoretical
compatibility. Trysts are in hotel
lobbies with a glass of water, eyes
unconsciously counting similar couples

A:t;E£L;gLetT¥t°ber:¥o%:cRtA:
friends and s%czdcfecz72s that he was

looking for a bride. The first two

"If a proposed s%z.dd#cfe that doesn't

work is as enjoyable as this, then I
can't imagine how lovely it's going to
be with one that does".
Liat, born in Los Angeles, migrated
between Israel and the USA countless
times in childhood determined by her
peripatetic
sociologist
parents'
professorship postings. Becoming more
observant than her parents, she attended
a Se777 - religious seminary for ultra

orthodox young women - after
Brandeis University and, apart from
studying for her Master's and working
as a research assistant, was doing serial
s¢z.czdz{cfez.7zg. She had become slightly

choosier after ten proposed sfez.c7d#cfes,

hoping to eliminate the time wasted
and nervous energy expended on the
incompatible and had recently declined
a s%z.dd#cfo from an "unacademic"
yes fez.vczfe.

She was searching her

conscience when the sfecrc7c%cz77 phoned

offering Sammy, mentioning Oxford
and Gwsfe, the religious movement. She
was interested. Sammy, contemplating
his list of five `prospectives', was told
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and if, after a minimum of two
meetings, it is not `meant to be' it is
considered a 7„z./zvczfe to say so. This

proposed s4z.c}d££cfe, his fourth, proved
to be the joy of a sfeczc7cfecz# 's toil -love
at first sight.

Nine weeks later, he invited us to
meet her but as flights were full we had
to sit on sAp!./hes for 21 nervous days.

Tickets were booked, anticipation
mounted and, superstitiously, we told
nobody. Telling nobody was easy as
we had little to say. Outgoing, honestto-a-fault Sammy had decided to thwart
his father's Boswellian tendencies and
stay sfefu777. We only learned her name

a week before our departure when he
rang to tell us that he had popped the
question and, to his joy, had been
accepted. He was really engaged. Do
not assume that we had doubts about
his marketability and countless
attributes, just that we were not too
sure that late-20th century feisty/:z¢77z773
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ladies would see the potential of this
impecunious
student
rabbi.
Appropriately the introduction to Liat
was in a Jerusalem hotel lobby, we
with flowers and a big hug, Liat shy
and nervous, Sammy confident and
reassuring. We chatted for ages,
laughed a lot and she said very
endearingly "I never thought it would
be as nice as this".

The voor/ - engagement ceremony was in Liat's overflowing Jerusalem
flat, the 772czze/fov messages plastered

everywhere by her loving flatmates,
ladies dancing in the tiny hall, and the
bused-in white-shirted, short-haired,
lively boc%ers holding hands in a circle.
Pleased for the couple but despondent
at their own lack of success, friends
told us of their joy that a sfez.czd#cfe can

work, also mentioning one of their
rabbis who married his sixty-third
proposed sfez.dd#cfe, thus leaving the

seater across central Israel. An all-night
flight, a tired trip to the fez.bbaf fz,

collapse into deep sleep shattered by a
gratingly upbeat alarm-call, a journey
through the new tunnel and along
winding hilly roads skirting the
Palestine Autonomous Zone to the
Yeshivah. Alon Shevut, hash ga,rdens in
a barren landscape, was bought in the
1920's, destroyed by the Arabs in 1948,
recaptured in 1967 and completely
rebuilt. Sammy's effects were soon
removed to the new flat after checking
Liat's movements as they kept to the

custom of not meeting in the week
before the wedding, chats on the
pe/epfeo7te at half-hourly intervals
being a substitute. On Friday evening,
my e:I:-Kz.bb#fz72z.k Reform cynical

brother's chin slowly drooped as
service ran into service and the boc%crs
bobbled from the waist in mesmeric
manner repeatedly mumbling the

yes fez.vczfe singles ' four~to-a-dormitory,

pta.yers of minchah and ma'ariv, the

second class life, for a rent-free flat and
subsidised joy.
In March the couple came to

Kczddz.sfe probably six times. I get great

England, Liat staying with /;~#777777

neighbours, and ate bought-in heatedup food in the loft 4osfeer oven between

pleasure on returning to A1)th Garden
to be able to hear the words so well
known and pronounced at manageable
pace but envy them the /`z/czc% in their

being the invitation to passing pilferers.

singing, their joy and lack of doubt.
Diner, L:unch zind se 'udah sh 'lishit,
served in an annexe with 50 mainly
English speakers, male apart from his
mother and sisters, were accompanied
by constant singing and sermonettes/
drczsfeof by the students which wove
together, sometimes tenuously, the

Being Bcz 'cz/ez. resfec{vcz%, they know no

week' s Pczrczsfecz, the rorczfe 's advice for

compromise. They smiled their way
through
secular,
na.1.ve
and
knowledgeable questions at the
engagement party, becoming relaxed

nuptual bliss, Sammy' s supposed assets
and his journey to religion. A powercut during Sammy's drosfecz -address meant interpreting scribbled notes by

disappearing to the local yes'%z.vczfe for

their twice-daily prayers ` fix'. Mickey,

returning one stormy moming, found
open front doors. Liat, sitting on the
stairs, explained that they are forbidden
to be secluded together, the pitfall

Sanmy C droshod: and the table was heartily
banged as is the custom avid more singing
Of the "bless-the-happy-coaple-may-they-behappy-and-bountif ul " variety at mega-volume
until the ThoshYeshiIva;h, Rabbi Lichtenstein,
entered when everybody stood up in respect,
clapped and sang even louder.

with Sammy, who, coming from an
untypical boc%er background, showed
the strengths and beliefs of a moral
upbringing with a close family. This
epitomised their warmth in a possibly
alien situation where we felt welcomed,
honoured and involved.
On the big day the couple fasted.
The ceremonials started in the hall with
the smart suit-and-tie-wearing bocfee7is
gathered around the cfeczzcz# 's zz.scfe.

Sammy `c7ros%ed' and the table was

heartily banged as is the custom amid
more singing of the "bless-the-happycouple-may-they-be-happy-and-bountiful"
variety at mega-volume until the jzosfe
yes fez.vczfe, Rabbi Lichtenstein, e'ntered

when everybody stood up in respect,
clapped and sang even louder. The
kefzfba% signed, the two fathers, arms
linked to a suddenly nervous c%czfcz77

almost dragged him from the hall along
the red carpet to the shy Kcz//czfe who

was seated between the mothers whilst
the bocfeers, who had other ideas,
formed a line walking backwards, still
singing and frustratingly obstructing
the couple's view of each other. The
smiles at reacquaintance were
movingly tender. Having assured
himself that he was marrying the lady
named on the invitation, he placed the
veil over her face with many smiles
and a few moved faces amongst the
masses. The fathers then led him to the
other end of the red carpet where four
strong bocfeers were holding the
cfe#ppczfe, the mothers bringing Liat as
the guests sang a lilting #cz 73cz-#cz-#cz72cz #cz 7€cz song. Liat walked around

Sammy seven times, accompanied
initially by the mothers forcing people
off the bz."czfe until, acknowledging the
restricted area, she completed it alone.
The Rabbi spoke to them, the couple
drank wine, the ring was placed on her
finger, known as Ez.r#sz.72 - the moment
of marriage - and the Judean Hills in
the background glowed red as the sun
sank into evening. The symbolic glass
to be smashed, a resilient beer glass
bought by a well-meaning yes%z.vczfe

friend, required a two footed Norman
Hunter at the fourth attempt to
mounting amusement, a relieved
voluble mczze/Jov and giggles between
the couple.

The couple, grinning with pure
happiness as they left the cfewppczfe to

when faj7pof and our black-hat sfe#.€Z7/-

flickering

going cousins arrived. Seder was better
attended than normal by family
wanting to meet her and, thankfully,
the Refom household with the fz/77€77?
couple co-existed harmoniously.
In June, we arrived for the wedding
and spent ten days wheeling our eleven-

patiently accepting the teasing and
singing interjections. One son of a
rabbinical dynasty used the next
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S%czbbczJ

candlelight,

Parasha, Balak, to co"xpare Bilaam the
non-Jewish prophet who misused his
power of prophecy, a direct result of a
poor nature and non-moral upbringing,

embrace people, were taken by the
singing clapping throng to their flat for

privacy, to break their fast and possibly
to hold each other and kiss for the first
time. After yet more photos, they

appeared in the hall and in the frenzied
circle of dancing we were sat on brave
Continued on page 20
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Jewish, lean Jewish, laugh Jewish and
express their Jewishness in a host of
social and cultural activities. Let' s keep

ivlRINIA
ESSART
ABLAZE WITH GLORY
Rabbi Dr. Jonathan
Romain
'I'he f;ollowing is an edited version Of a lectwre l}y

Rabbi Dr. Jonathan RDmaln at the Festival Of R!eform
Judaism in June 1999.

O£;s::;?::£sty:Tf=:E;:£fs::¥Af
are not members of a Reform
synagogue.
We have so many good things going
for us: communities that are warm and
friendly; services that are intelligible
and meaningful; rabbis who are top
calibre and lead the way in so many

areas of Jewish life in Britain;
synagogues which take women
seriously and treat them equally;
religion schools that adopt enjoyable
and child-friendly techniques; and
above all a religious approach that
marries traditional and modemity and
corresponds to the thinking of the vast
majority of British Jews.
British Jewry is Reform. British
Jewry belongs with Reform and yet
where are they? The majority are still
with synagogues where they do not
enjoy the service and cannot relate to
the rabbi. Is it not time that they said
goodbye to habit, began to take their
own religious needs seriously, and
joined Refomi they should be honest
enough to be in membership what they
already are in thinking and practice
and they would enjoy their Judaism
much more as a result. It is time for
BritishJewrytogetrealandgoReforin.

Courage and Confidence
However, change will only occur if

we make it happen, and if the Refom
Movement has the courage and
confidence to forge ahead. We have

already shown good courage to get
where we are today, 40 synagogues,
more than 1 in 6 of all synagogueaffiliatedJews.Wehavemadethegreat
leap of faith into existence, now we
need to take an equally great one into
the central position we deserve in

British Jevy.
To put it in marketing terms: we are
more or less the right product, but we
are not selling it right. We have so
much to shout aloud about, yet it
sometimes seems that we hardly
manage a squeak and we have to have
the confidence to believe in what
Refoml stands for, and then we have to
ha.ve the courage to go out in the hurly
burly marketplace of ideas and really
publicise it.

Of course, taking a stand also means
being a target for attack if you lift your
head above the parapet you will be shot
at; if you set forth your stall you will be
criticised and it's not nice and it hurts.
The weak spots we have get exposed
but stay stuck in the trench and, yes,
you will not be a target, but neither will
you ever advance. It's only by raising
our voices that we will ever be heard.
But first we have to ensure that we
are as good as we think we are and that
our synagogues are offering all that
they could. I start from the premise that
our synagogues should not just be
houses of prayer but community
centres and that they should cater for
all Jews, especially the vast number
who do not necessarily want to come to
pray Jewish, but who will come to mix

Jews Jewish and let's ensure that
nothing Jews do, they can't also do in
the Synagogue. Below is a checklist of
activities that should be on offer in
everyone of our Synagogues:

Adult education classes (and at
different times to suit different
lifestyles: midweek evenings for those
busy during the day, midweek daytime
for those unable to come out at night,
Sunday moming group for parents who
drop off children at cheder and then
stay to lean themselves - virtually a
captive audience - Torali Breakfasts
before a Shabbat morning service).

Bereavement support groups for
those who have faced the loss of a
close relative and for the synagogue to

act as extended frily.
Book Circle for those wiho get together
every month or two to discuss a book

they've all been reading at home combines doing one's own thing with
communal activity.
Bridge Club (instead of doing it
outside the shul, do it inside).

Care Group that helps anyone in need:
whether visitin.g them in hospital or
giving them lifts to the doctor or doing
some shopping or whatever.
Cricket Club (for those who want to
be Jewish outdoors).
Drama Group (reading or performing
and especially plays of Jewish interest).

Fmployment Group for those without
jobs helping them write up CV's or
with interview skills - an important
service in today' s job-insecure world.
Friendship club for those who. are
retired ~ either just for a chat or for
more intellectual pursuits and Jewish
University for the 3rd Age-type
programmes, or even a fully fledged
Day Centre.

Golf Club (and if not regularly, then at
least an amual tounament).
Israel group - promoting Israel
activities, lining up with a Reform
synagogue in Israel,. monitoring Israel
comments in the press, organising
Israel tours, Israeli folk dancing
evenings, whatever).

Judaica Shop with rituals objects
(tallit, kippch, mezuzch, havdalch set)
and items of Jewish interest for sale,
and, of course, Jewish books, especially
Reform literature.
Keep Fit class so that members do it
and socialise afterwards in a Jewish

context. Take them out of the gym and
into the synagogue.
Kosher Shop with Jewish meat and
foods (fresh or frozen) if no faos.feer

butcher is nearby.
Lectures - by guest speakers and why

not a monthly circuit of Reform
personalities organised nationally by
the RSGB?

of potential fiiends.

next to his wife and newborn child on

Have a synagogue with all that and
you are teeming with Jewish life and
ablaze with the glory of Jewish
creativity and camaraderie. Moreover,
the list is especially for smaller
communities. It is only by having these
activities on offer in the fist place that
you will attract people and get bigger.

the bz.772cz¢ for the baby blessing or for

We have to be more sensitive to the ever-growing
number Of nixed-f ;with f amtlies who are
menbers Of our communiti,es.
Library - so that those who don't want
to attend can still borrow, and can read
Jewish at home.
Mothers and Toddlers Group so that
they are used to crawling round the
synagogue floor from an early age and
their mothers talk to other Jewish
mums, or, ever better, swop ideas for
Jewish home activities.
Playgroup for those not yet at school
who can come and lean Jewish songs,
make paper mach6 Mount Sinais and
enjoy being Jewish.

ReHgionSchool-withtrainedteachers
and co-ordinated curriculum, going
way past barfeatmitvah, but including
po st-barmitzvah
clas s es
and
culminating in a GCSE Judaism group.

Retreats - a few days away as a
community - be it for intensive
learning or time for spirituality - and
offering something different and
unforgettable.
Rosh Chodesh group for women's
study once a month.
Singles Group - both the under 30s
and the 30-50s.

Snack Shop so that whether you're
passing by or attending a meeting or
have just popped in to pick up
something, you can also stop for a
coffee or light meal.

Social Action Group - taking an
interest in wider issues (homeless,
ecology whatever and participating in
efforts within the wider community,
but doing it Jewishly).

Young Couples group (which might
have been known previously as Young
Marrieds) with coffee evenings and
brunches bringing people together.

Youth Club - and encouraging
children also to participate in RSY
Netzer weekends and summer camps
so that even children at smaller
synagogues have access to a wide circle

If the Mothers and Toddlers only get
three mums, it's still better than each
one being alone at home on a Tuesday
moming. If the Book Club attracts just
four individuals that's more than a Beth
Din. The moral is that you camot wait
for numbers to come along, but start
without them and then bring them in.
There is also plenty of scope for
imagination in the services: getting
more people involved by them finding
their own study passages outside of
their prayer book and reading them in
the service or people re-doing their bar/
batmitzvah portion a year or two after
their original one, or on the 20th
anniversary of their portion.
Altemative services could be on offer

at the same time - standard,
experimental, childr?n's and each
joining up for the 4do7i OJcz77e and
fu.c7de/s% afterwards. If that is considered

too divisive, then having one service a

month - the first Friday, the last
Saturday - different in some way.
Just as essential as what happens
during the service is what happens
afterwards and what takes place at the
fe.dd#Ls% - whether everyone is made to
feel welcome (including the one.s that
come very now and then or because he/
she has a };cr%zez.I) or whether they are
ignored as the regulars divide up into

cliques and talk to only those they
know. No one likes being a wall-flower
and it matters not how well the choir
sings if no one says hello to you
afterwards. So what if the rabbi gives a
brilliant semon if everyone walks past
you? Warmth and welcome is what
people need and without it our
synagogues will be judged a failure.
We also have to be more sensitive to
the ever-growing number of mixedfaith families who are members of our
communities, especially with regard to
requests for non-Jewish relatives to
participate in cycle of life ceremonies:
such as the non-Jewish father to stand

the non-Jewish grandparents to do
something in the service at a bcz7/
bczfroz./zi/cz%. It is very easy to say: "no,

it can't be done" and feel-self-righteous
but it is even better to find ways of
being helpful, to create extra rites and
to find ways of being inclusive. For
example, at that Z7cz7773z./zi;czfe, one of the

ark openings being by the two Jewish
grandparents, but the two non-Jewish
grandparents coming up with them and
having all four standing together.
We should do it partly for pragmatic
reasons because it helps the Jewish
parther stay involved in the community
if their non-Jewish partner feels valued
- its like going to a dirmer party where

people ignore you, if the non-Jewish
partner feels shunned they simply
won't go again and will discourage the
Jewish partner - but also we should do
it for ideological reasons, because we
believe it's right to be helpful and
acknowledge others, and being
welcoming does not compromise our
Judaism.
Even more critical is our attitude to
the children of non-Jewish mothers and
Jewish fathers and whether we allow
them to attend our Rdigion Schools.
According to RSGB policy they do not
have full Jewish status unless they
appear before our Beth Din but it is
only by coming to Religion School,
gaining a knowledge, consolidating
theirJewishidentity,thattheywillwish
to formally register as Jewish. So,
whilst it is true that some such children
(and with a 440/o outmarriage rate we
are not talking about one or two
children but hundreds, and potentially
a significant pat of our future) may
come to Religion School and then drop
out, nothing lost and some extra
education gained, but the possible
benefits are enormous. We simply must
not turn our backs on such an important
group, again both out of pragmatism
and self interest and out of idealism
because they have a right to their
Jewish heritage and we should help
them gain access to it.

Shout Out
Perhaps the litmus test of how much
confidence and courage we have is
whether we are prepared to shout out
loud about one of the greatest assets
the RSGB has - its Beth Din. It is
astonishing that this jewel in our crown
is kept so much out of the public eye,
whereas the work it does and the
services it bffers should be trumpeted
aloud. Let's tell a British Jewry

accustomed to decades of rabbinic
reluctance to act positively on status
issues that we do six wonderful things:
1. We do not allow women to be
refused a religious divorce by their
husbands if they are already civilly
divorced. The Reform Beth Din has
the courage to overrule husbands
who act out of malice or for
financial gain. We award the ge£
over their heads and allow the
woman to remarry in synagogue.
2. We are delighted if a couple
manage to adopt a child and wish to
bring him/her up as Jewish. The
Reform Beth Din will make it very
simple and easy to give that child
Jewish status.
3. It is possible for people to convert

to Judaism without having to move
to a different city and spend years
and years studying without
knowing when the course will end,
but, on the contrary, the Reform
Beth Din will welcome them, treat
them seriously, see them not as a
threat to the community but as a
potential asset and give them every
encouragement.
4. We

do

not prevent

a

cofee72

marrying a divorcee or proselyte,
because that is part of Judaism that
we feel is no longer applicable and
instead of telling the couple to sit
up and fall in love with someone
else we will be happy to escort them
to +fue happch.

5. We not only put no obstacles in front
of a 772cz7#zer but do not even

recognise the category, because we
consider it an unethical law that
should have no place in Judaism
today.

6. The RefomiBethDin does nottreat
the child of a non-Jewish mother
and Jewish father as if they had just

walked in from church, but
recognises that they are "halfway
there", perhaps more, have two
Jewish grandparents and maybe
also a Jewish education and
identity, and we are willing to
regularise their status - not convert
them, but regularise their status and help them take their place fully
within the corrmunity.
Although the Reform Beth Din has
an excellent track record, the same
camot be said of every one of our
synagogues. Some can sometimes be
very frosty to applicants for conversion,
or send people away to "think about it
for 6 months and then cope back".
This is absolute nonsense when they've

come precisely because they've been
thinking about it already and want to
know more. Instead, we should
welcome them on to conversion
courses and see how they fit into the
reality of Jewish communal life. Many
converts go on to become actively
involved
members,
serve
on
Synagogue Councils and also
contribute disproportionately highly to
the staff in our Religion Schools. h so
many ways we benefit as much from
having converts as they benefit from us
letting them in and we should regard
their admission not as a reluctant
concession but as a wonderful
opportunity.
Next time you read your shul
newsletter, please notice that it refers
to 101 activities but never advertises
the fact that there is a conversion class.

How do we expect those who might be
interested in conversion to kiiow about
classes if we do not mention them?
Whatmessagedowegiveoutbyhiding
it away like an item in a shop never on
display but available under the counter
on request? It is time to unlock the
doors we have needlessly erected
around our communities and assist
those who wish to enter.

Go for Growth
Apart from status issues, we also
have to initiate a pro-active campaign
for Jews who are either unaffiliated or
untouched and unfulfilled by their
present membership. I have already
listed the techniques on a local level in
the RSGB pamphlet "How to Grow"
but let me go further and suggest two
national strategies for the RSGB to
adopt as a Movement. The first is full
Burial Richts. One of the reasons why
the nominally Orthodox do not join a
Reform synagogue is a fear of losing
burial rights that they have built up
over the years. Let us free them and
their children from that constraint and
give full burial rights to those who
transfer their membership. A brief case
history will explain:
M. & Mrs. Z. were interested in
joining Maidenhead Synagogue in
1986. However, they belonged to a
different movement, into whose burial
fund they had been paying for years
and years. At the age of 62 they did not
want to lose any burial rights or general
expenses benefits they had built up.
We said we would ensure that they did
not lose out. The result is that when
M. Z died last year, he was covered
partially by JJBS through his
membership of Maidenhead, while the
Synagogue paid the £350 excess that

was owing for being overage at the
time of joining. So he did indeed have
full cover and lost nothing by
transferring to us, while we gained the
benefit of this membership subscription
for 12 year (far more than what we paid
out on his death!) and the benefit of
having another finily being involved

in cormunal life.
The second idea is postal internet

membership of the Refomi Movement.
There are many Jews who live too far
away from a synagogue to feel it is
worth them joining. The result is that
they opt out and both they and British
Jewry are dininished as a result. We
should launch a postal internet
membership scheme by which any Jew
who lives more than 30 miles away
from a Refom synagogue can acquire
direct membership of the Reform
Movement. It would entitle the person
to a national newsletter to keep in touch
with Jewish life, a correspondence
course for children, a home leaning
programme for adults, tickets for High
Holy Day services at a central venue,
access to youth weekends and summer
camps for children, a warm welcome at
any Reform synagogue in the country
they happened to visit on holiday or
business, and full burial rights. It would
need a certain amount of administration
to set up and then maintain, but it could
become self-funding and, more
importantly, reach out to Jews in
isolated areas. Let us turn those on the
margins of Jewish life into enthusiastic
members whom we value and who feel
they have reason to belong.

Reform Roadshow
If we are to adopt this new, high
octane, high profile approach, then we
have to not only have policies but
structures to go with it, both at local
level and nationally. On a na"tional
level, there should be something akin
to a Reform Roadshow, whereby key
personalities in the Refomi Movement
(such as the Chief Executive, convener
of the Refomi Beth Din, Director of
Education and others) devote one
weekend a month to visiting the
different congregations with a view to
boosting morale and spearheading
outreach and making a splash and
flying the flag of Reform; holding
events both at the synagogue itself and
also in a public venue - such as library
or town hall - which are open to all,
which deal with major issues of topical
interest, which are well-publicised and
coincide with prearranged interviews
in the local press and local radio. And,
of course, inviting non-members to see

what a Refom service is like, send
their children to the Religion School
for an introductory morning, attend a
communal bar-b-q-cum-meet-the rabbi
session - with names and addresses
collected and followed up.

Somewhat different and more
behind-the-scenes would be a Reform
Task Force that would come three to
four months beforehand to help advise
the synagogue on how it could be more
interesting,
wide-ranging
and
welcoming, so that when public
attention was focused on it there was
something worth looking at. The Task
Force would consider innovations in
all aspects of the community, services,
religion school, membership drive,
Council management, youth club. At

and we need to check they move
with us.

- Publicity Offi:leer: who makes
sure that all events are well
advertised both inside and
outside the community and that
maximum coverage is obtained
in the local press, as well as
seeing to other areas such as

library information desk, entry in
Yellow Pages etc.

- Growth Officer: who collects
names of non-members, sends out
material, arranges a visit by a
Council member or the rabbi, and
has a target of 30 new finilies a
year to reach. We have to be hungry

Synagogues must still offdr all those wide-ranging
soci,al acti,vities which will become more vahed
as individuals become more isolated.
the same time there needs to be a coordinated advertis.ing campaign in the
Jewish press which not only keeps the
Reform Movement logo and presence
in the public rind, but also emphasises
what it can do for the readers, offering
a series of free-phone help-lines on key
areas of concern, such as adult leaming,
children's education, summer camps,
conversion, divorce, cremations,
circumcision, singles clubs, pressing

home the message that the Reform
Movement has something to offer
everyone.
Meanwhile, on a local level,
Synagogue Councils need to be geared
up along parallel lines to match the
national drive. Thus each council
should create four posts to cover the
following:

- Duty Officer: someone on duty (or
delegating the task to others) at
every service or other event to
ensure that everyone is made
welcome, talked to and introduced
to others.

-Membership officer: who ensures
that existing members are happy,
problems are solved, b7`oz.gz4ses' are

sorted out, difficulties in paying
subscriptions are settled aniicably,
andwiththebottomlinethatpeople
stay members, while if they do
move, they and the nearest Reform
synagogue are put in touch with
each other. There are a lot of
people on the move for job reasons

for growth otherwise it will simply
not happen.
Amid these new goals, let us also
use the new techniques offered by the
electronic media: so that we e-mail
student members away on campus
about Jewish news and views, keep
local members informed on special
synagogue activities, have homelearning courses via the internet that
supplement the synagogue adult
education projects, while a daily
rabbinic saying or short study passage
can be posted electronically to all
members. It means that another job
facing all synagogue Councils is to
collect everyone' s e-mail address. Stiu,

I suspect the internet will help us in
anotherwaybecausethemoreitisused
for shopping and leisure and business,
the less personal contact there will be
in people's lives and there will come a
point where the convenience of tapping
into one's computer will be replaced
by loneliness and a desire for the
warmth of human fiiendship. Which is
why synagogues must still offer all
those wide-ranging social activities
which will become more valued as
individuals become more isolated.
The future is full of exciting
possibilities. But let me reiterate the
waning about the downside: that some
will accuse us of being confrontational
and starting a membership war. There
is no point denying it, we would be
because we have the confidence to
believe we have something special to

offer and the courage to say so. Hide
your light under a bushel and the result
is nobody sees it.

Others will say we are going for
numbers and ignoring theological
issues - yet there are Reform rabbis
who take theology very seriously, most
notablyRabbiTonyBayfield,butwhile
it is entirely right to go for quality, let
us not ignore quantity. More members
will allow us to do more, solve
financialproblems,giveuslargeryouth
groups, increase the pool of teenagers,
boost our adult education. Why work
hard at organising inspiring services
and wonderful events for empty chairs
when you could have them filled to
brimming. Let us go for both the
quality and the numbers.
Those to the left of us will say we
are trying to gain a larger slice of the
market than we deserve. Nonsense. We
will attract those to whom we are
attractive...and if we get them and
others do not, that is their problem not
ours. Those to the right of us will say
our campaign is a sign of desperation
because we are losing so many to
intemarriage and assimilation. But so
are they, and even more inportant, that
accusation is just a smokescreen for
their great fear that we are succeeding
in attracting the nominally-Orthodoxbut-realistically-Reform upon whom
they have relied for too long.
But the worst criticism, and
certainly the most hurtful, will come
from those within our own ranks who
will say "it can't be done" or who
will urge that it shouldn't be done:
either because an aggressively proactive forward-pushing Reform
Movement does not correspond to
their image of comfortable take-itor-leave-it Judaism or because they
are afraid of being the butt of
criticism from Orthodox fi.iends and
don't want us to ,rock the boat and
made them seasick. Nothing in the
history of human endeavour has ever
been achieved without people on the
sidelines criticising. So let us take

the Reform Movement centre-stage,
take British Jewry by stom, shake up
the complacent, wake up the half-asleep, bring in the lost and build a
series of vibrant Jewish communities
teeming with members and ablaze

with glory .
RABBI DR. JONATHAN ROMAIN, a
graduate of Leo Baeck College, is one Of
Britatn's best lenown r'abbis. He has served
Maidenhead Synagogue for many years,
building it into a large and thriving conanunity.
He is also a writer and broadcaster.
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Liat is swept off her feet by friends.

other in providing a banquet. The
intention is to prolong wedding joy,
introduce the couple and family, enjoy
more lively singing and interesting
semionettes and possibly to make the
couple tired. After the initial
relationship they are not allowed to
touch, normally for 11 days. In the
holiday week they meet in private for
the first time, without physical
relationship and with the `extended
wedding' every evening. Between
stimulating but tiring daily socialising
and over-indulging in food and prayer,
we were pleased to return to the
peaceful 4i.bb#/z swimming pool
overlook bare pre '67 Jordan and then,
after the hectic 10 days, fly home to
hijack unsuspecting well-wishers with
our book of 1,000 photos.
After two weeks of pre and postwedding excitement and months of
expertly arranging every aspect of the
wedding, Sammy and Liat were

fools' shoulders while the girls danced,
slightly more demurely but very
enthusiastically across the "ecfez./zczfe.

Sammy looked understandably nervous
swaying on a chair above the dancing,
remembering sad stories of other
cfeczfcz7".ffl who misguidedly trusted

exuberant

Z)ocfeers.

The

caterer

complained anxiously as a score of
dishes waited for the lovely-voiced,
/zz.}zz.Zec7 singer and band to end 15

minutes of the haunting "Bo `z. Kcz//czfe "

and fmally give us an interlude.
Table-seating reflected the religious
and gender divides. Frz{J7t772 married

men with hatted wives, single hatless
girls also modestly dressed with arms
and legs covered, the by-now tieless
bocfeers at their own tables and the
casual secular Israelis and Brits

to depart at 10.30 "before the terrorists
come out". The hired charabanc left for
Jerusalem at 11.00. Sammy gave a fmal
c77.osfee#e with a beautiful song from
his "Robert the Bruce meets the spider"
moment while Liat appeared to sleep
with open eyes and our van rolled out

into the misty moming with happily
exhausted passengers including a hyper
nine-year-old and now-dry-eyed
sisters. Both sisters loved and want a
similar wedding but probably not the
restrictions and commitment entailed.
Honeymoons are not normal so six
evenings were spent at S7zevcz 8 'rczchoz
across Israel in pristine white concrete
New Towns, a shanty-town yes fez.vczfe,
flats in tired Jerusalem stone buildings
and at Gz¢s%. Hosted by friends, they
invite their own friends and outdo each

elsewhere. After the feast, be72cfez.72g
and the second steel;cz b'rczc%of, the

A FATHER'S GLOSSARY
Frwm77?/er - religious
yesA!.vczfe -place of full-time Torah study
S:f!czdchcz# - matchmaker
Sljzz.ddztch - introduction of prospective spouse

Jem - female Yeshivah
Adz./zi;ch - good deed
Skyz./4es - pins (tenterhooks)

Sfa,"in - quiet
proorf - engagement party (literally - word)
A4czze/fov - good luck

Bochers - bcrys
Ba 'alei teshuvah -newly rdigLous
Sfefz.eb/ - small synagogue

Seder - Passover meal

Prayers

Kaddish - moumers prayer
Rztczcfe - spirit, atmosphere
SedzzczA Sfe/z.sfez.f - third Shabbat meal

S'#czbbczf - Sabbath

Drosha/drashot - styout se:rmoal s
Pczrasfea - weekly portion of Torah
rorczfe - Scroll with five books of Moses

bodies, silly walks and furmy dances.
The evening was cool but the faces
were red and wet fi.om exertions. Apart
from initial cocktails, untouched by the
bocfeers, alcohol was not offered nor
needed as an inhibition-1ifter, as their
high seems to come with their religion.
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Pe/epAOHe - mobile phone
Minchah aind Maariv - afternoon zLnd evewir\g

action recommenced. Entertaining the
couple is paramount so they were
seated while rabbis and students
displayed their repertoire of fire-eating,
long-jumping over prone shaking

The photographer and video-man with
lenses up our noses, produced results to
justify
the
jarring
intrusion,
commenting that the camera had only
needed pointing for six wall-to-wall
filmable hours but pity the man editing
to a watchable length. One Israeli guest
of nervous disposition who had never
visited the West Bank before, decided

pleased to sink back into old daily
routines from a new loving address,
strengthened by their new marital status
woven in the intricate tapestry of the

CAcz/aH's rz.SCA -Bridegroom's table with

refreshments
Rosfe yes'Az.vczfe -Head Rabbi of the Yeshivah
Ke/#bczfe - document obligating a man to look
after his wife (wedding contract)
Cfeczfa# - bridegroom

Kallah -bride
Chuppah - mELrriage canopy

Bimah - stage
A4lecfez./z¢fe -partition between men and women
rzj./zz.fed - wearing a vest with special tassels

BencAz.J?g - prayers after meal
Sfeevcz B'rc!chof -seven blessings given at a

Scannylooksnervousonawobblychair.

wedding over the wine by seven male guests and
repeated after every meal during the week after
the wedding.
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For perhaps the
first time in their history,
Reuters were asked
to move over f;or

a most special person

HOW I BECAME REUTERS'
`INFORMED SOURCE IN TERUSALEM'
Mitch Wax

A;:b:bsy¥:iL¥K:E¥sn:g::g°odta:}H::
March 1979, almost all the staff came
over to greet me. My very dear friend
Isaac, who was one of the sons of the
family that owned the hotel, caught
me in a bear hug and said how
delighted and relieved he was to see
me. He told me, as he always did
whenever I was there, that I was to
feel completely at home, and, in the
words of the song, part of the
"z.sfrp¢cfeczfe, which really meant that

everything was `on the house'. It was
truly VIP treatment.
Perhaps I should explain. In October
of the previous year I had been rushed
into hospital with a burst intestine.
We just about made it to Edgware
General Hospital, which was about
three quarters of a mile away, in time
for me to live. The thought of what
would have happened had we had to

get to the now nearest A & E
department, Bamet, literally doesn't
bear living with. But that's another
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story. Anyway, I was in time and a
brilliant surgeon was there and after
an eight or nine hour operation, they
were pretty sure that I would live.
Which, of course, I did.
It was nearly three months before I
was back in my own home with ,all my
functions functioning, and, among the
many friends who helped and
encouraged me throughout those
difficult times, were Jeanette and Isaac
who had come over from Jerusalem.
Jeanette and my wife Myma had been
at school together and had remained
very close friends, Jeanette and Isaac
are godparents to my elder daughter.
It was actually a Convent School, but
that's beside the point; my elder
daughter became a rabbi. Both of
them insisted that as soon as I was fit
to travel, I was to come to the hotel.
It seems that Jeanette had actually
gone to the wall for me, the Kotel,
the Western Wall that is, and they
both knew that I would want to do the
Same.

By March I was ready to travel.
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Strangely it proved very difficult to
get a flight, more particularly as I was
going on my own. I was then a
member of the Israel Committee of
the Board of Deputies and I phoned
Lord Fisher, the President of the
Board, who had told me many times
to call on him if I needed anything,
and requested his help. Within fifteen
minutes I had my flight. I then
telephoned Isaac to give him the date
and time of my arrival and jokingly
said that naturally I wanted my usual
room. He always put us on the 6th
floor in a room with a balcony
overlooking the Old City. There was
the tiniest of tiniest hesitations, which
I put down to a less than perfect
telephone connection, and he laughed
and said that they were all really
looking forward to seeing me.
Back to my arrival and VIP

greeting. The reason for the minute
hesitation in my dear friend's voice,
and the difficulty in getting a flight
was that I was not the only person of
note in Jerusalem, at that time.
President Carter was at that very
moment shuttling between Cairo and
Jerusalem, talking to Mr. Sadat and
Mr. Begin in that momentous effort
which was to lead to the Camp David
Accord that has kept Israel and Egypt
at peace or at least out of war with
each other for over twenty years.
The President and his immediate
entourage were at the King David
Hotel. The Diplomatic Corps was
staying at the Hilton and the press
were housed at the Kings Hotel. They
had been assigned the 6th floor. For
perhaps the first time in their history,
Reuters were asked to move over for,
so the chambermaid assured, a most
special person.
The press, as is their wonted

custom, were very keen to find out
who or what it was that was important
enough to require moving them and
their equipment to a back room. They
got friendly with me, buying me
many a drink in the hotel bar, which
was quite amusing as I wouldn't have
had to pay for them anyway. As my
days were taken up with seeing
friends and being driven around by
Jeanette I didn't really see a lot of my
new press friends until very late at
night, when I was able to find out far
more than they. At the questions they
asked, I smiled or sagely nodded my
head and didn't really answer. I
remained extremely mysterious, I
wasn't really in the mood to show
them my scars, so I was in no position
to convince them. Anyway this was
much more fun.
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One evening, with Jeanette, Isaac,
Isaac's brother Asher and his wife
Marlene, also a very dear friend of
ours, we went out for a Chinese meal
and joined up with some other friends
of theirs alnong whom was Ari Rath,
the editor of the Jerusalem Post.
Somehow he got himself seated right
in the middle of the table which meant
that he spent the whole meal passing
the enormous variety of dishes
backwards and forwards. The rest of
us were having a hilarious time. The
manager came over and informed Mr.
Rath that there was a telephone call
for him. He jumped up eagerly. After
a few minutes he returned to tell us
that President Carter was going to
Cairo in an hour or so and that either
he would be going to cover the story
himself or assign someone to do it. He
said goodbye and left. We paid the
bill and also went home.
When I got up to the 6th floor it was
a hive of activity, with all the press
boys and girls packing up their cases
and their equipment. When they said
their goodbyes I asked them if they
wouldn't be coming back to Jerusalem
after Cairo and they told me that they
weren't going to Cairo but back home.
Negotiations, they said, had fallen
through and the trip was over. I told
them that I thought that Carter was
going to Cairo, and they assured me
that I'd got it wrong and that he was
returning to Washington; they even
showed me the instruction which had
come through on the teleprinter.
There was even a hint of smugness
in their assurances as we broke out the
toothbrush glasses and shared a
farewell Scotch or two.
After a couple of ribald jokes and
/'cfoczz."s

to

`Next

week

in

Washington', one of the boys came
running down the corridor to tell us
that everything was changed and that
Carter was going to Cairo, which
meant that some of the press would be
going and some staying. All eyes
turned to me. I was no longer just a
mysterious interloper and putter-outer
of prime rooms. I was now virtually
an Oracle. Convinced that I knew all
the inside details, they wanted to know
what had happened to change the
circumstances. I told them that both
Sadat and Begin were very
accomplished brinkmanship poker
players, and that President Carter was
probably an even better one. By telling
everyone that he was fed up and going
home, he forced them back to the
negotiating table. I was repeating
word for word the prognosis the local
bookseller had made to me the day

before. But that's Israel. The taxi
drivers would have probably given me
the correct timing as well. The press

gang asked me what I though would
happen, and I gave them the benefit of
the combined knowledge of my
friends and the various Israelis who
were more than happy to inform any
visitor of the full facts of the situation.
Two days later, one of my Reuters
friends brought me the New York
Times, which, in its coverage of the
Middle East Talks, had added almost
the same assessment of the situation
as I had outlined. I told them that it
was nice to know that I was not alone
in my prognosis. He pointed to the
Byline which mentioned that the
information had come from their
`inf ;ormed source in Jerusalem ' . Aberl

rang in my head and I realised that it
was me. In Hebrew there is a phrase,
`netzel
et
hahizdamnut',
ttike
advantage of the opportunity. For the
next few days my opinions on a
number of topics were unbelievably
widely read.
A few days later, I arrived back in
England and told Arieh Handler, the
Chairman of the Israel Committee of
the Board of Deputies, and Greville
(now Lord) Jarmer, Vice President of
the Board, what had happened. They
both agreed that, in future, even
though my assessments were probably
as reliable as anybody else's, perhaps
it would be better for me to check with
either them or the Israeli Embassy.
My contact from Reuters was in touch
with me a few more times, but,
possibly finding that my opinions had
lost their spontaneity and my answers
merely reflected the same Party Line
he had already received, stopped
calling. We lost touch with each other
for several years. The next time I saw
him he was on President Reagon's
press team.

The thought that stuck in my mind
was, and still is, that whenever I read
that the press, or the media in general,
have uncovered a story given to them

dy a.n unnamed, informed source, it
just may be that it came about through
some such strange circumstances as
happened to me. So, in reading or
hearing about that kind of breaking
news, it may be just as well sometimes
to keep generous pinches of salt
handy.
But oh dear, it was so much fun and
I'm sure it speeded my recovery I
NIITCHWAX, born in Highbury in 1930, is a
staunch and active Zionist. He is Vice-President
of Edgware and District Reform Synagogue. An
account of a meeting with Mare Chagall
o£7peared I.# MANNA 61 .
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THE ALLIES AND THE HOLOCAUST
William D Rubinstein

before - between refugees and

C£ooun¥DtE:FiEatz:sL?rLe]iEch::¥e¥:
enormously difficult and emotive
question, arguably the most sensitive
of historical questions surrounding
those terrible events. The evolution of
the historical debate as it has developed
over this controversial issue since the
end of the War is extremely interesting.
Initially, the survivors of the Holocaust
and the Jews of the Western world. had
nothing but praise for the Allies, who
had seemingly saved the remaining
Jews of Europe and the Middle East
from certain death. By the late 1960s,

however, a new generation of
historians, among them Arthur Morse
and David Wyman in the United States
and Bemard Wasserstein in Britain,
argued that, on the contrary, the
response of the Allies to the plight of
the Jews was appalling, hallmarked by
a failure to allow in more than minimal
numbers of refugees during the 1930s
and an even greater failure, during the
War, to pursue the rescue of Jews as a
deliberate war aim or to carry out such
proposals as the bombing of
Auschwitz. Most recently, a number of
historians have challenged this now

prisoners. During the 1930s the Jews
of Germany and the Jiez.cfe were indeed
refugees. In international law, a
"refugee" is a person who has to flee

from his or her homeland because of a
well-founded fear of persecution. This
is an obviously accurate description
of the plight of Germany's Jews,
especially after Krz'sfcz//#¢cfez in 1938.

After the war began, however, the
Jews of Nazi-occupied Europe were
no longer refugees but the precise
opposite, prisoners - prisoners of a
psychopath who was going to kill
them all as his life's mission. After
1940-41, Jews were absolutely
forbidden to leave Nazi-occupied
Europe and could not do so if they
wished. With the best will in the
world, it is extremely difficult to see
what the Allies could have done to
rescue the Jews. Britain fought alone
for a year and was in imminent danger
of invasion; America was neutral and
had first to get its troops to Europe;
Russia, too, first was neutral but then
fought for its existence, against the
odds.

ffee IVczzz.s (Routledge, London, 1997)

Moreover, the refugee Jews of
Germany and Austria were largely
rescued before the War began. About
72 percent of Germany's Jews
managed to escape before emigration
became impossible, as did about 67

challenges every aspect of the critical
view of the actions of the Allies.
Crucial to the view I present is a
distinction - one, amazingly, not seen

percent of Austrian Jews in the
eighteen
months
between
the
4#sc%/wss and the outbreak of the war.
The great majority of Jews who

widely-heard view. My book, 7lfee
Myth of Rescue: Why the Democracies
CouldNotHavesavedMoreJewsfrom

perished in the Holocaust lived in
countries, especially Poland, Russia
and Hungary which were not under
Nazi occupation until the war began
and were thus never refugees.
What was actually proposed to
rescue the Jews once the war was
raging and knowledge of the `Final
Solution' had filtered back to the
West? What was actually proposed as opposed to what today's observers
think ought to have been proposed may be seen in the primary set of
recommendations for rescue made in
Britain during the War. This was the
"Ten-Point Programme" put forward
in early 1944 by the National
Committee for Rescue from Nazi
Terror, the chief British organisation
devoted to influencing public opinion
in favour of persecuted European
Jewry. Its two chief leaders were
Victor Gollancz, the left-wing Jewish

publisher and Eleanor Rathbone MP,
the redoubtable champion of Jewish
refugees in the House of Commons
throughout the 1930s and 1940s. The
National Committee assembled a
blue-ribbon list of office-bearers,
including
the
Archbishops
of
Canterbury and York, Sir William
Beveridge, Lady Violet BonhamCarter, Chief Rabbi Joseph Hertz and
Professor Selig Brodetsky, the
President of the Board of Deputies of
British Jews. It compiled vast

quantities of evidence and published
innumerable pamphlets on behalf of
persecuted Jewry. Its most considered

Eii
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the Holocaust has served to deflect

After the war began, the Jews Of
Nazi-occupied Europe were no longer
refugees but the precise opposite,

prisoners - prisoners Of a psychopath who was
going to Jail them all as his life's mission.
list of proposals appeared in early
1944, about fifteen months after news

of the extermination of European
Jewry had become public knowledge
in Britain. In an abbreviated fomi, the
ten proposals were as follows: Rescue
in Lands Coming Under Allied Control

("Instructions should be given to all
Allied Commanders...to do everything
possible...to

rescue

Jews");

Encouragement to Neutral States to
Admit More Refugees by "gifts...[and]
guarantees by the United Nations";
"Reconsideration of Regulations for

United Kingdom Visas"; "Workers
Experienced
in
Dealing
with
Refugees..should be sent to assist
[them]";
"Increased
Transport
Facilities for Evacuation [of] Refugees,
including the use of neutral...ships...in

ports in neutral or enemy countries,
where
refugees
could
be
congregated..."; "The Admissions of
Jewish Refugees to Palestine";
"Continued Pressure on Germany and
its Satellites to refrain from cruelties
and
deportations...";
"Frequent
Appeals, through Radio and Leaflets,
to
the
Peoples
of
Enemy
and Enemy-Occupied Lands...";

"Recognition of the Extreme Urgency

and Importance of the Problem".
Several things are evident from this
list, however deeply-felt it obviously
was. Gollancz, possibly the first person
in Britain to intemalise the Holocaust,
suffered a nervous breakdown as a
result of the massacres of which he
heard. The first is that these proposals
were perfectly useless and futile. Nazi
Germany would not "refrain from
cruelties". Most centrally, the Jews of
Nazi-occupied Europe were not
refugees, but prisoners, and appeals to
"neutral states" for entry to Palestine,
etc., could succeed only if Jews were
able to leave Nazi territory, which they
could not do. In fact, the "Ten-Point
Programme" is about as pathetic a
confession of bankruptcy as one can
imagine. No one in Britain, regardless
of how sympathetic they might be to
the plight of the Jews, could think of
any effective way to rescue them
without liberating Europe mile by mile.
Secondly, and even more strikingly,
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these proposals did not include the
bombing of Auschwitz, the railway
lines to Auschwitz or anything
resembling bombing Auschwitz, today
the most famous and most oftenreiterated of the alleged failures of the
Allies. Even in early 1944 -the "TenPoint Programme" was issued in late
February or early March - no one in
Britain had thought of bombing
Auschwitz. In fact, this proposal was
first made in May 1944 by Rabbi
Michael Weissmandel, an Orthodox
Slovakian Rabbi, who escaped from a
deportation train for Auschwitz. On 16
May 1944 he sent a telegram from
Bratislava to Orthodox rabbis in
Switzerland and the United States
urging the bombing of the railway line
between Kosice and Preskov in
Slovakia. It was this telegram which
became the basis for the proposals to
"bomb Auschwitz" which were made

guilt for the greatest of modem crimes
from Hitler and his accomplices, who
actually carried out the genocide of
European Jewry, to the Allies, and
especially Churchill and Roosevelt,
whose only role in these events was to
rid the world of the Nazi scourge. As
well as being profoundly unhistorical,
much of this debate is also thoroughly
perverse, and deserves to be seen in

this light .
WILLIAM D RUBINSTEIN I.s Pro/essor o/
Modern History at the University Of Wales,
Aberystwyth. A paperback edition Of his book on
ffez.s s#Zty.ecr, The Myth of Rescue: Why the

Democracies Could Not Have Saved More Jews
from the INa:zis (Routledge, London) appeal.ed
last month.

to American and British leaders in mid1944 around the time of D-Day. It had
not been made before this. When the

proposal to bomb Auschwitz was
made, it should be noted that the
response from the Jewish world and
from pro-refugee activists was
surprisingly lukewarm. Many Jews
believed that any bombing raid on
Auschwitz was likely to kill Jewish
prisoners without stopping the killing
process. Perhaps the most startling
example of this negative attitude was
that the Executive of the Jewish
Agency in Palestine, the quasigovernmental body of the Jewish
community in Palestine, headed by
David Ben-Gurion, held a lengthy
discussion on 11 June and decided to

oppose the bombing of Auschwitz.
Ben-Gurion stated that "the view of
the board [Executive] is that we should
not ask the Allies to bomb places where
there are Jews". Only many decades
later did the bombing of Auschwitz
emerge as the untried panacea which it
is now so often viewed.
The truth of the matter is that
virtually nothing whatever could have
been done to rescue the Jews of Nazioccupied Europe once the war began,
short of winning the war more quickly.
The historical debate on the Allies and
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Fr.o.in, time fo t.ime., M4NN4 is pleased to carry a personal credo. In the following article, which has its origins in an
a4qres`:,to.tf is.Ie.ade^rshi_p Of ProFres_siv.e .Jewis_h copemuf tities in Germany, Leo H6pner, Chaii. of the EuropJan Region
of the World Union ^fo.r` Progr.essiv.e. Juda.ism, de:cribe: his own personal journey vJhich began ih German;. As tl.;story
unfolds, so does Jits understanding of, and fierce commitment to, Progressive Judaism.

MY GRANDFATHER INVITED LEO BAECK
M?:e-a;a::r¥az:fhTM:a:Ebao:f
European Jew. My paternal grandfather
hailed from Meserich in Poland, a fur
trader who immigrated to Leipzig in
1890. My matemal grandfather was a
Berliner whose parents originated from
East Prussia. My parents and their
numerous relatives formed part of the
Polish/Jewish community and were
engaged in the fur business. These were
strictly Orthodox Jews who consider the
Einheitsgemeinde in Lelpz±g a,s too
reformed and /.czfe.scfe. With zeal and

enthusiasm they formed their own
communities which were more
Orthodox and with closer links to their
Eastern European traditions. By
contrast, my Berlin grandfather and his
family
belonged
to
the
Ez.#%ez./sge"ez.77de and worshipped in

the Artillerie Str. Synagogue. He was a
tolerant `modem Orthodox' and proud
of his friendship with Leo Baeck who
was his guest in the orthodox
synagogue on the second day of jzosfe
Hosfecz#czfe,

as

Baeck's

Liberal

community only celebrated the first
day of the New Year.
My father was educated in a
Gym72czsz.z{" and was most proficient in

the German language - in his later
years, as an exile in England, he made
little attempt to
learn English
maintaining that, though Hitler had
driven him from his home, the language
of Goethe and Schiller would outlast
Hitler.

Although father was born in
Germany the authorities refused to
naturalise him or any of the Polish/
Jewish immigrants in Leipzig. Mother,
though a Geman Prussian citizen, had
her citizenship revoked when she
married father. This led to a sense of
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alienation and distrust towards the
German authorities. It was reinforced
by the political situation in the later
1920s in Germany: growing antiSemitism and the rise of National
Socialism. After Hitler's takeover in
1933, father and his fur trading family
realised that their days in Germany

were numbered and they gradually
moved their business to other cities that
were involved in furs: London,
Amsterdam and New York. Being a
`foreign' Jew in Hitler's Germany
proved an advantage, as it saved
father' s life during the jf7.I.sfcz//#acfez in
193 8. Father was not arrested as he was

a `foreign' Jew and our apartment in
Leipzig sheltered many GermanJewish neighbours from arrest and
deportation.
Father then took up residence in
London and persuaded the British
Home Office that his business was
sufficiently established to support his
family. Thereupon he was granted an
immigration certificate for a period of
six months only. The Hepner farfuly
comprising
father,
mother,
grandmother, uncle, aunt and cousins
landed in Dover on September I,1939
- the war broke out two days later.

Wartime London was a refuge for
many German Jews who formed their
own communities. Many of them were
more orthodox than British Jews
belonging to the mainstream United
Synagogue. There was a rightward shift
by refugee Jews who maintained that,
because of their devout faith, only they
were saved from the Shoah. These were
tlie early warning signs of Jewish
fundamentalism which I rejected as
irrational and unacceptable.

I had commenced my studies of
chemical
engineering,
later
biotechnology, at London University's
Imperial College. At that time, these
subjects represented the `cutting edge'
of the physical science and technology.

I felt that I was part of the new
generation of technologists who would
overcome racial hatred and war by the
application of reason and science.
Needless to say, the restrictive
Weltanschauung ot Orthodoxy wa,s
poles apart from my outlook. I ceased
being a practising Jew and joined the
large rank of unaffiliated secular Jews

- who cany their dislike for and guilt
about Orthodoxy like a heavy rucksack
on their back.
I did not enjoy the load in the
lucksack. Unlike Christianity, Judaism
is not solely a religion, that is a religion
with a well-defined set of beliefs and
dogmas that must be wholly accepted.
It is rather a shared heritage, a culture,
embodied by the biblical, rabbinical
and post-rabbinic writings. A Jew
remains a Jew regardless of his

practices or beliefs. In our tradition
God revealed Himself to Abrahani and
Moses and established a covenant with
all the children of Israel from Sinai
onwards. This covenant applies to
every Jew and is not the sole preserve
of the Orthodox.
I always considered myself a child
of the enlightenment - a footsoldier
marching behind Descartes, Hume and
Kant and Moses Mendelssohn, the

founder of Refomi Judaism and friend
of Kant. Descartes' view was that man
is a dualistic creature: mind [cogz.to
ergo sw77t] and the body are separated.
Modern philosophers, e.g. John Searle,
have modified this dualism into cause

and effect. The material physical brain
(3rd person ontology) causes mental
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states in the brain of consciousness (1 st

person ontology). The conscious mind
is surely the greatest miracle: the smell
of a rose, the sound of a Bach fugue,
the feeling of mystery from prayer. The
rabbinic sages in common with
Aristotle explained man as comprising
body /gr€¢ and soul /7ges%cz772cz%/. Body

and soul are intertwined, not separate a remarkably modern conception.
Consciousness
possibly
also
spirituality - is within me, not outside.
This is accessible through my

consciousness - not a dogma imposed
from
outside.
According
to
Maimonides, God cannot be described
by attributes such as being wise, just
and merciful which are entirely human
attributes and only diminish God's
essence. We have no way of knowing.
We may only predicate negative
attributes of God - that He is not wise,
just and merciful, in human terms.
Judaism, in my view, must also be
described by negative attributes /vz.a

beleaguered by anti-Semitism.
The essence of Judaism lies in the
moral and ethical precepts, the sense of
justice and feeling for the oppressed,
all embodied in the biblical (especially

prophetic) and rabbinic texts. They
underline the dignity of every hulnan
being as in Genesis 1 - `man formed in
the image of God'. The divine spark in
every Jew is coupled with a powerful
self-deprecating humour which has
shielded the Jewish people in times of
greatest persecution. The Jewish
personality is a combination of Moshe
Rabbeinu, the biblical Moses, with the
writer Sholem Alechem.
Sadly, many of our Jewish brothers
and sisters are barely acquainted with
the rich treasures of Jewish culture and
literature. I am reminded of the saying
of a famous head of a Lithuanian
yes fez.vczfe to

one

of his

agnostic

students: "better you become an
Epz.koros (apostate) than remain an .4rm
ffcz 'czre}z (ignoramus)". Our Jewish

72egczfz.vczJ namely:

world is peopled by j4J77ez. Ha 'czrefz and

-

this has resulted in the loosening of the
traditional ties between the people and
their book. This ignorance has also led
to
misinterpretation
and misunderstanding of Jewish traditions. It is

-

It is not a select club excluding
outsiders or making their admission
as difficult as possible.
It is not practising esoteric rituals.
It is not a grouping of those

often the j4mez. ffcz 'czre/z within our

Jewish community who blindly adhere
to
Orthodox
norms
without
questioning. They are often bitter
opponents of a thinking man's Judaism,
which means Progressive Judaism that
attempts to reinterpret the original
sources of Jewish tradition and to make
it a faith that has relevance for the
modem Jew. Sadly, we are in the midst
of a, rerig:loos Kulturkampf: we a.Ie
confronted with a complete lack of
tolerance by those who claim to support
Orthodoxy including its secular
adherents towards the Reform and
Liberal movements.
This intolerance is like a curse
disfiguring the Jewish community
during the last quarter of an hour of
this century and this millennium. Most
of us live in liberal democracies,
enjoying full political freedom within
a society that is built on tolerance
towards religion, ethnicity and gender;
witness only the popularity of interfaith dialogues. Although dialogue
between Judaism and Christianity or
Islam is popular and well established,
there is rarely any dialogue within
Judaism - between the Orthodox,
Progressive and Secular factions.
It is as if the enlightenment had
never occurred - and the Orthodox
establishment would like nothing
better than to reintroduce the power of
c%cre773 or excommunication to get rid

of those who do not abide by their
rules - reverting to Spinoza's

punishment meted out in Amsterdam,
400 years ago.
By further study, £z.7"77t#c7 rorczA,

we can turn the tables. A reading of
the
biblical
texts
reveals
the
remarkable reforms introduced by our
rabbinic forebears over 2000 years
ago. Hillel introduced the prozbo/
which annulled the biblical injunction
for the cancellation of all debts during
the year of the Jubilee -which had led
to the refusal of most people to enter
into any business obligation in the
years preceding the Jubilee. Also, the
rabbinic sages were quite relaxed
about Jewish status. Generally, a
Jewish father sufficed, as so movingly
related in the Book of Ruth, where
Ruth the Moabite whose Jewish
husband had died married Boaz, a
distant cousin of her husband. The
offspring of this union created the
House of Jesse, forebears of King
David who must therefore be
considered
a
patrilineal
Jew.
Similarly, Joseph's sons, heads of the

At the induction Of Kati Keleinen in Budapest's Szim Shalom Synagogue -1999.
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tribes of Ephraim and Menasseh, were
patrineal Jews because Joseph's wife
Continued on next page
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was Egyptian. It is vital that we
Progressive Jews study and reinterpret our texts in order to
understand our heritage. Ignorance of
these texts only validates the claim
of the
Orthodox that their
interpretation is the only true and
valid
expression
of
Judaism.
Progressive or Liberal Judaism, in my
view, is the `cutting edge' between
Judaism and modem society. Just as
many years ago I chose the profession
of
chemical
engineering
and
biotechnology which at that time
were both at the `cutting edge' of
science and technology, so I am
happy to be engaged today at the
`cutting edge' of Judaism.

I started my life in Leipzig and my
journey has been challenging and
adventurous. It has brought me back
again to Germany as a British Jew.

One century ago my grandfather, a
Polish
immigrant
to
Leipzig,
attempted to integrate within the
German Jewish community.
The French historian Montalembert
stated that:
``to judge the past and really

know what one is talking about,
it is really necessary to have lived
in the past - to condemn the past
one need only feel one owes
nothing to it."
I have attempted to come to terlns
with my past by reliving the
experiences of my parents and
grandparents. I hope I am therefore

It is vital
that we
Progressive Jews

study and
re-interpret
our texts in
order to
understand
our heritage.
Ignorance Of
these texts only

validates the
clain Of the
Orthodox that
their interpretation
is the only
true cued valid
expression

of Judaism.

qualified to judge the past.
Today we have a new wave of
Jewish immigrants from Eastern
Europe, especially Russia, who are
trying to find their place within the
German Jewish community. Judaism
in Russia has been in a deep freeze
for 70 years and survivors are slowly
coming to terms with their Jewish
roots. This is a tremendous challenge
facing our colleagues in the German
Liberal movement: how to support
and encourage these newcomers and
make them aware that Progressive
Judaism is for them.
I am aware of all the difficulties.
There is a dire shortage of rabbis,
especially German speakers. To
quote
Kafka:
`The Messiah will come only

when he is no longer necessary;
he will come not on the last day
but on the very last.'
However, we Jews from strong
Jewish communities must offer help
and assistance and well before the
very last day. But we should heed
Hillel's advice in Pirkei Avot 2:8:

`Do not separate yourself from

the community. Do not be sure of
yourself until the day you die. Do
not judge others until you are in
their place. Say nothing that can
not be understood now in the
hope that it will be understood
later. And do not say: When I
have time I will study', for you
may never have time. '

The author in Hanover's Liberal Synagogue celebrating Simchat Torah -1999.
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Hillel's advice is relevant to the

future development of Liberal
Judaism in Germany: No separation
from the community. However, the
Orthodox dislike us, we are all part
of K/cz/ yz.srcze/ and we should not
step beyond the limits. Above all, the

emphasis must be put on education.
Liberal Judaism, in my view, may
be encapsulated in a famous verse
from the Book of Kings. The Prophet
Elijah flees into the wilderness to
escape the vengeance of Jezebel
whose prophets he has put to death.
He hides in a cave, but God summons
him to stand on the mountain.
`And the Lord passed by. There

was a great and mighty wind
splitting
mountains
and
shattering rocks by the power of
the Lord. But the Lord was not in
the wind. After the wind the
earthquake, but the Lord was not
in the earthquake. After the
earthquake the fires, but the Lord
was not in the fire. And after the
fire a soft murmuring voice.'
When we profess liberal Judaism
we do so not by sound and fury, but
only with a soft murmuring voice
which reflects the divine spirit in all
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Do the ideas of Charles Darwin still
challenge our religious beliofs as
Progressive Jews?

consider that question. Some
IN THIS
basic understanding
ARTICLE I of
WANT
evolution
TO
is needed first, so here are a few
statements to test your knowledge:

which of them are untrue? The
answers all appear later.
• Darwin was anti-religious and saw

•

his theory as a proof against the
existence of God.
I.rL The Origin of Species, Da;r`win
argued that evolution was caused
by survival of the fittest.
He believed that humans were

•

probably
descended
from
chimpanzees.
If the time scale of the Earth's

•

•
•

history was equivalent to fifty
years, Jews would have been in
existence for about three months.
Darwin's beliefs were opposed by
all the rabbis of his time.
SincemostprogressiveJews do not
take the biblical account of
creation literally,
Darwinian
theory presents us with no serious

theological challenge.
To begin with some biography:
Charles Darwin began his adult life
intending to be a doctor, but then
decided to become an Anglican priest.
However, after a rather unscholarly
time at Cambridge, he ended up with
an ordinary degree in classics and
maths and then went to sea as a
naturalist. His discovery of evolution
in 18381ed him into religious turmoil.

He emerged from this only partially,
claiming that the laws of evolution
"should exalt our notion of the power

MOIV
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of the omniscient Creator". Around
this time he married Emma
Wedgwood,
whose
traditional
Christian beliefs survived throughout
a long life as his beloved companion
and amenuensis.
Darwin delayed publishing his
theory for over twenty years and did
so in the end only because his
contemporary, Alfred Wallace hit
upon the same ideas. The reasons for
the delay are open to conjecture, but
his respect for Emma's religious faith
certainly played a part. So did his fear
of offending Christian believers

generally. In the controversies that
followed, he remained scrupulously
aloof, letting friends like Thomas
Huxley champion his theory. His own
beliefs remained contradictory. Near
the end of his life he confessed: "My
theology is a simple muddle."
Darwin's ideas about evolution are

easy to understand but, unfortunately
even easier to misunderstand. Darwin
did not invent the phrase "survival of
the fittest" and never used it in "Z7ze
Orz.gz.7? o/fpccz.es ". He later borrowed
it from the popular philosopher
Herbert Spencer but Darwin himself
always used it in the sense of `ys#z.ng
the specific environment". Had he
known of the racist causes for which
this slogan would be enlisted by
Spencer's disciples including Hitler,
his soul would have been tormented.
Darwin did not believe that
contemporary species were better than
their ancestors, but just luckier - a
better "fit". His theory arose from an
understanding of the world as a vast
system of interactions linking all
animate and inanimate creation. Like
other biologists of the time he accepted
that we all had to be descended from
ancestors. However, his single great
inspiration was to notice the important

part played in this process by physical
pressures like climate, geology and the
competition for resources. He realised
that the force determining descent
consisted of slow but inexorable
selection according to what /!.ffcd any
environment.
What made this notion so shocking
to many of Darwin's contemporaries
was the inference that this applied to
humans as well as other species.
Although he had avoided the issue
earlier, Darwin finally proposed in
1871 that we must share a common
ancestor with other primates. His
informed guess has been confirmed by
modern genetic studies. We share over
98.4 per cent of our DNA with
chimpanzees - closer than chaffinches
Conti.nued on next page
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are to goldfinches. It probably took
about seven million years for the
chimpanzees and us to evolve from a
shared great-great-etc grandparent.
Obviously,
Darwin's
ideas
contradicted the biblical chronology of
creation. In itself this should not have
been shocking either to Christians or
Jews. Many educated Victorians
accepted that the earth was millions of

years old, and Darwin depended on the
discoveries of contemporary geologists
like Charles Lyell. Besides, the idea
that the creation story in Genesis should
be taken as a scientific fact was quite
recent. The shock probably arose
because of the nameless dread that
attends
any
inkling
of
our
insignificance. The inklings are indeed
terrifying. The geological time scale for
the earth has now been established at
around forty-six thousand million
years. Reducing this gigantic scale to
an imaginary fifty years, the history of
modern "homo-sapiens" has lasted
about seven hours, and the Jewish
people about half an hour. By
comparison, the land dinosaurs were
extant for about seven weeks. Their
direct descendants the birds have been
here for three weeks.
Darwin's ideas did not offend all
religious believers at the tilne. There
were exceptions among both Christians
and Jews. In 1874 Rabbi Naphthali
Levy of Radom, later of Whitechapel, published

roJcczof AcZcz#z,

demonstrating how natural selection
was entirely consistent with the biblical
account of creation, and should
strengthen rather than challenge Jewish
faith. In an astonishing mz.czrczffe, he

argued

that

the

double

yocz

of

``vczyyefzcr" in Genesis 2:7 is an

allusion to the twin forces of descent
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and adaptation. There is no space here
to recount more of his arguments or to
reproduce his moving correspondence
with Darwin. Interested readers should
look at the article about Levy by Colp
and Kohn, mentioned later.
What is impressive about Naphthali
Levy is not just that he understood
Darwin but also that he took him very
seriously. Sadly, many orthodox Jews
now reject Darwin, believing that
evidence of evolution was planted by
God to test their faith - the same
argument used by the Inquisition to
"disprove" Galileo. However, most
progressive Jews probably devalue
Darwin just as much by believing that
his ideas are uncontroversial. AIl the
statements at the beginning of this
article are false but surely none lriore so
than the last. Properly understood,
evolutionary biology raises some very
difficult issues for progressive Jews. Let
me suggest a few.
Against the backdrop of geological
and evolutionary time, Jewish history
is vanishingly trivial. In this context,
ideas like "chosenness" or "covenant"
run the risk of simply offering us a
comfortable way of denying our
insignificance. To many scientifically
educated people, Jews or non-Jews
alike, such ideas seem like an
intellectually lazy form of selfaggrandisement. They appear to
support a stunted and impoverished
world view. In order to stay in tune
with post-Darwinian thought and to
avoid disappearing up a theological
backwater, progressive Jews need to
reinteapret these ideas in a way that
allows us to develop our sense of the
unimaginable scale of creation. This
may mean accepting a drastic
relativisation of what we think of as

God' s covenant with the Jewish people.
Secondly, every species is subject to
inevitable mutability and eventual
extinction. Some of the extinctions have
been brutally sudden and massive
@etween the Cretaceous and Tertiary
eras, for example, one meteorite
extinguished over ninety per cent of
species on earth). These facts confi-ont
us with the cruel, arbitrary and
meaningless aspects of existence:
aspects which liberal forms of religion
such as ours may retreat from
contemplating. Yet the foreknowledge
of our own extinction threatens to make
a mockery of central Jewish beliefs such
as the importance of continuity, the
sanctity of life and a compassionate
God. Perhaps we need to debate such
ideas anew, in order to see if they can
still sustain some meaning in a wider
planetary context where destruction and
extermination will always prevail. This
may mean developing a sense of
inevitable temporariness and fragility something we may devoutly wish to
resist.

Thirdly, as Darwin proved, we are
literally related by cousinhood to CZJJ

living
species.
We
are
the
comparatively recent descendants of
tree shrews and the distant progeny of
bacteria. We are also genetically related
to oak trees and grasses. A fuller
understanding of our cormectedness to

other life forms, and of the origins of
our instincts, might lead us to
reconsider our superiority. It might also
prompt us to reassess our attitudes
towards our multifarious biological
relations. This in turn might inform
our decisions about what we eat, or how
we treat animals in farming and in
medical experimentation.
Fourthly, we survive by virtue of a
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planct has
network of symbiotic relations with
other species. Our digestive systems
and skins depend on the collaboration
of our resident micro-organisms. We
are nourished by an atmosphere made
from the exhaled gases of plants, and
they in turn inhale ours. A knowledge
of these elaborate and inescapable
forms of co-dependency could enhance
our view of creation, and our
understanding of God. However, such a
knowledge will also radically demote
our view of our own special role or
independence as a species.
Finally, evolutionary theory has led
to the discovery of genetic templates in
the form of DNA, enabling us to create
new species millions of times faster
than through natural processes. This
has given us a new role as biological
creators, and it has done so in a starkly
mechanical way which may be hard to
harmonise with a belief in a God who
creates. Both as individual Jews, and as
a community, we need sufficient
understanding of genetic science to
make informed decisions about such
things as food technology and fertility
treatment. We also need to use this
understanding to formulate a Jewish
theology which integrates advancing
genetic knowledge.
In spite of their sombre implications,
Darwin's words often express a sense
of wonder which echoes the psalms.
"The Origin of Species" ends a.s
follows:

Whil,e this planet has gone cycling
on according to the fixed law Of gravity,
from so sinaple a begirming, endless
forms most I)eautiful and most
wonderful have been, and are being
evoived.

Many recent biologists have also put
forward a view of the world's
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gone cycling
on according
to the

f l"ed law
Of gravity,

from so simple
a beginning,
endless f iorms
most beo[utiful

and most
wonderful
have been,
and are being
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evolved."
CHARLES DARWIN
complexity and interdependence which
resembles religious mysticism. Yet
most of them have kept their distance
from organised religion, while formal
religious institutions have done little to
explore Darwin's ideas. Perhaps it is

now time to resume Rabbi Naphthali
Levy's inter faith dialogue between
Jewish theology and evolutionary
biology. It could enrich both I
(I am extremely grateful to Joyce
Hilton of North Western Reform
Synagogue, a descendant of Rabbi
Naphthali Levy, for drawing my wife's
attention to his work and letting me
study Levy memorabilia.)

Colp, R and Kohn, D. ( 1996) " A real curiosity":

Charles Darwin reflects on a communication
`from Rabbi Naphthali Levy. rrfee Ewrapecz#
I,egrzc}). 5: 1716-1727.

DR. JOHN LAUNER is se77!.or /ec/i/rcr I.#
general practice at the Tavistock Clinic. He is
married to Rabbi Lee Wax.

the screen. We expect that our healthy,
well-maintained bodies will do our
bidding. So the shock, when our
physical selves adopt an independent
and seemingly hostile course of action,
is all the greater.
I remember the night it happened to
me. I shared the story with the woman I
met, to give her the courage and the
permission she needed to talk. It was
just at the end of S#ccoj. I remember
how that year, the prayer for the
`Blessing of the Seasons' had meant so

thwl4Foivt
of**Fi±.--`JE=f=`Th

much more to me, with its references
to growth and increase. The community
and I were preparing to enjoy the
festivities of Sz.7„ch¢f rorczfe when the

I+`.,'`-., .u`-
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NEW RITES FOR
OLD SORROWS
Jacqueline Tabick
TEARS OF SORROW,
SEEDS OF HOPE:
A JEWISH SPIRITUAL
COMPANION FOR INFERTILITY
AND PREGNANCY LOSS
by Rabbi Nina Beth Cardin

Jewish Lights Publishing Vermont,
USA 1999, pp 192, $19.95, hb.
ISBN 1-58023-017-2

woman

approached

me

hesitantly.
exchanged
CUP OF
TEA INShe
HAND,
THE
pleasantries; she fenced; at first I.

wasn't sure what was needed. And then
it became clear, permission to confess
her feelings of guilt that her baby had

gone dour the loo.
It was just after the third service of
`Memorial for Our Little Ones', that
had been organised by rabbis of the
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Refomi and Liberal movements. Held
at the Liberal Jewish Synagogue in St.
John's Wood, we had used the special
liturgy we had devised for the occasion,
culled from many sources, born out of
pain and despair.
In traditional Judaism, there are no
prayers or ceremonies to mark the
inability to conceive or abortion, or
miscarriage. And when children are
stillborn, or die within thirty days of
their birth, traditionally the rites of
mouming were not applied. In the past,
so many died, so many pregnancies
ended in tragedy, it was considered a
kindness that the life of the individual
was not unduly disturbed for what was,
after all, a fairly common occurrence.
But today we have different
expectations. At around ten weeks, we
already see `photos' of our babies on

pain began. The doctor suggested bed.
I lay there, in a flat next to West
London, hearing the music of the
dancing. Then that night, the pain got
worse; contractions began. Lany, my
husband, phoned the doctor. He said to

phone again in the moming. I went to
the loo, the only place to be in the
circumstances. And sat there for hours
as the waves of pain and grief
overwhelmed me. I remember listening
to the World Service and there was a
story about a family who allowed their
pet ferret to savage their baby. The
infant had died. And so had ours,
without even the chance to live. And
without the chance for us to take care
of it. And what had it been, girl or boy?
I'd never know. What an ignominious
end for potential life. I knew exactly
why the person standing there with her
cup in her hand had hesitated in saying
those words. It is the secrecy, the
embarrassment, the often sordid details
and the relative lack of medical
seriousness that surrounds the issue,
that means we don't usually share the
circumstances or even the facts of the
problem After all, it isn't as if those
who fail to conceive are ill, or those
who miscarry, have a life threatening
medical problem. In general, we don't.
But the lack of openness doesn't help
the pain.
And so it is good that there are now

many books available that have opened
up the issue and given all of us a sense
of legitimacy over our feelings of loss.
Three wonderful, healthy children
later, as I read the pages of Rabbi
Cardin's book, it still helps me to see
that the feelings I had were not unique,
or particularly morbid. She, like so
many around us, shared them. I
recognise my emotional states. The
way the wonder of menstruation, with
its
promise
of renewal
and

preparedness for the miracle of
creation, gave way to the sadness of
loss. Every month, I would dread the
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arrival of the headache, when I would
have to acknowledge that once again
my body had let me down. And the
feelings of anger and frustration that
my dreams were at best to be
postponed, and possibly never to be
granted.
The book deals so sensitively with
those issues and others we thankfully
never have to face; the investigations,
the anguish of the stillborn and the
dread finality of the pronouncement of
infertility. Then, she says, just as Moses
had laid the broken fragments of the
original Ten Commandments in the
Ark that brought our ancestors to the
Promised Land, next to the unbroken
copy he had carved himself, so we have
to carry on travelling through our lives
w.Tth, `the pieces Of our broken dreams
next to our dreams that carry us
/orwczrd ',
the
text
o ffers
companionship and compassion on the
lonely path that so many couples face.
And it affirms the truth that they should
face it together, in love.
The poems that the author has
included are a wonderfully rich
resource and I was delighted to see that
the occasional male author has been
included. Too often the needs of the
male partner is forgotten in the pressing
need to take care of the obvious
physical needs of the woman. Only one
friend and colleague inquired after
Lany's welfare and gave him a chance
to speak of his sense of loss. And
grandparents have also not been
forgotten in this small but brirmning
volume.
As a woman, I appreciate the poetry
and the sensitivity; as a rabbi I also
delight at the connections made to our
classical sources and the explanations

given behind some of the superstitions
and rituals sunounding pregnancy and
childbirth. If you want to know why
you are offered red threads as you
wander through the Old City, this is the
place to look!

On the other hand, as a rabbi, I am
also concerned at some of the new and
hi~chly imovative rituals that have been
suggested. The eating of one
pomegranate seed by each partner,
accompanied by prayers for a child,
seem to me to come dangerously close
to some of the old fertility cults that
our ancestors eschewed.
As they each select a choice seed
from the fiirit, the woman says:
God, as I choose a seed from this
round I:uscious fruit, so you too
choose a seed from me. Plant it
deep in my body and give it time to
grow. When it ripens, let it spill
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7lfee

eating

o/
One

pomegrcunate
seed
/,.,`

each

Partner,
accompanied
dy

Prayers

f;orth from me, whole and healtky
and fitll of life. So may it be Your
will.

while the man says:
God, as I choose a seed from this
round, red fruit, may You choose
to join ny seed with my wife's. Let
the joy of our love mingle and
bring forth f;ood Of its own. This
year, may we blessed with a child.
So may it be Your will.

And the seeing of fertility symbols
or the possibility of creating them
around each of the festivals I found
disconcerting. I could cope with the
idea of nine special readings for the
nine days (isn't it ten?) between Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur, relating to
the nine times God was invoked in
Hannah's prayer for a child, but that
the letter 7Er, representing a nine in
the Hebrew number system, looks,
when written inscript, like a swollen
pregnant belly?! And she missed out
the obvious connection to the nine
months of pregnancy. As for suggesting
that the ,4¢fro772cz# should be kept as a

fertility amulet, because in the number
code of Gcz77€cztrz.cz, the word can be said

to hint at the meaning ha)/7c )/z.rdct, `thus

child,
seem to

me
to come

dangerously
close to
some Of the

o'd
fertility
cults that

they increase', that I found interesting,
but flawed! Some of the connections,
fascinating as they are, do seem a little
forced.
Nor can I see many women, before
they make love on the right day of their
cycle, stopping flrst to say a prayer:
...You water the mountains from
the chambers on high
and satisfy the needs of the earth
with the fruit of Your labour.
How plentiful are Your works,
God.

Everything You do in wisdom.
The earfu is full of Your blessings.
Let me be filled with them too.
But I rejoiced in some of the
footnotes. I warmed to her very
different understanding of the phrase,
EI Malai Rachamim', trausha:+ed, `God
full of compassion', and normally used
in the context of death. For she rightly
pointed out:

But the imagery evoked by these
words is too rich to limit to death.
7lfee word rachamim, %ecz7„.#g

merry, is associated with the word

Our

ancestors
eschewed.

rechem, 777ecz#j.#g t4;o772b. Malai

means full, specifically here, full
i,n the womb, the way we wish to
be. Fl is God. These are the Divine
images we seek: a God lcnowing
intimately Of our desires, bulging
Continued on next page
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at the belly with Jdndness i;or us,
standing at the boundc[ry Of the

both revel in the - well-known - fact
that, indeed, Anglo-Jewry has "made

place from which all life foows and
to which all life returns.

it" in the UK, particularly in areas such
as commerce, law, academia, politics
and the social professions, i.e. in
nearly everything they do - I believe,
with the exception of Judaism itself.
There is nothing new about this as
Jews all over the world, particularly
during the 20th century, are known to
have "made it". Just look at the lists of
Nobel
Prize
winners...In
fact,
intermarriage is further evidence of
this phenomena, i.e. the general
Christian acceptance of Jews.
What, however, both writers failed
to touch upon is what will keep AngloJewry Jewish? It is also a well-known
fact that compared to the main centres
of Jewry, Israel and North America,
that in terms of Jewish leaming AngloJewry is at the bottom of the scale. The
Philistine character of this community
was particularly be-moaned by the late
Sir Isaiah Berlin who, although he
adored Great Britain and its people,
always staunchly maintained that he
did not consider himself to be an
Anglo-Jew. Even after being here for
70 years, and being a most honoured
citizen, he could not reconcile his
innermost Jewish feelings with this
successful but philistine community.
Curiously enough, the same week
that this issue of A44NIVH appeared

And there is a superb Appendix
setting out the traditional rules of what
normally happens in the case of a late
miscarriage
or
stillbirth,
and
suggestions as to what may be
changed, with a gentle note that if the
rabbi is unfalniliar with the %cz/czchz.c

situation, the contents of the chapter
could be offered for perusal.
When confronted with the pain and
loneliness of infertility, or miscarriage
or stillbirth, this book is a useful
companion. To some, more attuned to
the ways of the New Age, the newer
rituals may prove helpful, to others the
poetry and the connections made to
our rich heritage may prove most
beneficial.
Finally, to those left without the
hope of children, the book brings the
solace of our sages.

When a barren man leaves
world, he weeps and weeps.
God says to him: `Wh:y do
weep? Is it because you did

this
But
you

not

bring forth fruit in the world
below? Behold, you have left
behind fruit that is better than
children. ' And the man pauses and
answers him saying, `Creator Of
all, what fruit have I left behind? '
God answers, `The fruit Of Torah,
as it says, the fruit Of the righteous
is a Living Tree.'

Tanchuma, Parashat Noach

And if that is true for a barren man,
so it is true for a baITen woman, even
when the almost unspeakable has

happened I
RABBI JACQUELINE TABICK rece[.vecJ
sehi:khah from the Leo Baeck College and
became Britain's first woman rabbi. She has
recently taken up the post of rabbi at the Nol.th
West Surrey Synagogue.

PHILISTINE

sT:¥=:1::Td:s,:;e:;f|!gE*HHo:f
Cash and Leaders" by Melvyn
Carlowe, another entitled "Have we
arrived?" by Barry Hyman highlight
the essence of Anglo-Jewry. They
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there was an article in 7lfee Jei4;I.sfe

gz/czrfer/j; detailing a conversation
with the writer Howard Jacobson in
which he talks about his exasperation
with the "philistine Jewish population
of this country" and how much easier
it is for writers, particularly in the US
where there is a much more interested
and vibrant community, who also read.
This is only the tip of the iceberg in a
country that excels in paediatric
Judaism and tries desperately, and
mostly unsuccessfully, to stem what
they perceive as the American
phenomena of intermarriage, by
building more and more primary
schools, rather than providing for more
secondary and, above all, university
facilities, to teach Judaism in a way
that allows students to intellectualise
their Jewish heritage and feelings.
In future I would hope that A44IVIVH
would encourage articles about this
critical aspect of Anglo-Jewry and
caution those who wish to be called
"lights unto the nations" to first learn

OLLOWING RABBI WOLFF'S
tailpiece on fez.ppof in the
last issue of A44IVIV4 I feel I

iKIPPAH

must recount the story of the most
proudly worn fez7pczfe this year.
I always take time every yo77!
KzZ7pc/r day to visit the Jewish irmates

in Woodhill Prison, Milton Keynes.
This year one young chap, through no
fault of his own, was incarcerated in
the segregation and punishment block
of the prison. He is a mentally
disturbed young man and was placed
in solitary, which means 23-hours a
day lockup, because there was no bed
available for him in the medical block.
To place a young man who is ill and
on the verge of suicide in a
punishment cell with only a grubby
lavatory and a cardboard table and
chair is little short of inhuman. When
I saw him just before the High
Holydays he asked if I could arrange
for him to fast. This I did and when I
called to see him on yo777 Kz2ap#r day

he was seated alone in this worst
possible of cells, proudly wearing his
#jxpczfe and smiling.
That #j7pczfe was his only possession

and he wore it with such pride that no
king could have worn his crown with
a straighter back.
At the time of writing the young
man is still in the punishment block
but, following a letter by me to the
Governor, he is now out of the cell
and doing a cleaning job in the unit.
Perhaps your readers, next time they
so casually don their #j7pcz%, will give

a thought to a young man whose idea
of heaven was to wear his fejxpczfe and

fast for a day I
Clare Newton
Jewish Chaplain
Woodhill Prison, Milton Keynes

HOMEWORK

SO:nITfi:A=:a?=o#cy:el::A°y?:C:I:as:

edition about the Jewish world in
1939? I referred to a Marcus Hyman
of Manitoba as `having grown up on
the plains of Canada'. It has since
been pointed out to me that he was the

to be "lights unto themselves". I
suspect this latter task, particularly in
this country, will happen when the

son of Aaron Hyman and, in fact, grew
up on the plains of Victoria Park,
Hackney. Both are to be found in the
Encyclopaedia Judaica and I should

Messiah comes .

have done my homework better I
Felix Posen
London W8

Barry Hyman
Bushey, Herts.
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William Wolff
shall be polishing our speeches and

IN A
YEAR FROM
WE
presentations
for the NOW
first British
National Holocaust Memorial Day on
January 27. That was the day in 1945 on
which Auschwitz was freed by the Soviet
army.
That is a memorable achievement by
Lord Janner and his pressure group.
Except that they will not be getting
quite the day for which they first
campaigned.
It will be a genocidethuman rights day.
And by making it general rather than
specifically holocaust, it is likely to be as
effective as all those worthy causes days
which, if they are lucky, get a mention on
the roc7ay programme and are instantly
forgotten.
What worries me more is the obsessive
fear that lies beneath tbat and other
holocaust campaigns - that the slaughter
of the Jews in central Europe in the 1940s
will be forgotten.
It will not and it cannot. It is an indelible
part of the history of the last century.
The evidence is inescapable - in almost
every town, in almost every other street,
every archive from Calais to the Caucasus,
in an anonymous forest outside Konin as
well as Babiyar outside Kiev.
It is as visible as the evidence of the
slaughter in Flanders during the First
World War. By no detour can you avoid
themassivewarcemeteriesonceyouleave
Boulogne, Ostend or Zeebrugge.
Cranks have as much chance of
consigning the holocaust to oblivion as to
pretend that the First World War was a
Buckinghan Palace Garden Party.

#
Volga limousine gliding over the

IN packed
THE BACK
OFPetersburg,
A BLACK
snow of St.
then
temporarily nalned Leningrad, sat the
Commonwealth Chief Rabbi, then still
plain Immanuel Jckobovits. Next to bin
sat the state-appointed head of the
Moscow Jewish community, Tandetnik.
I, still a plain reporter, was perching on
one of the tip-up seats in front of them.
Jakobovits was two days into a nineday tour of Soviet Jewish communities,
negotiated with the Soviet Government
over the previous nine months.
Tandetnik was waving bits of paper at
hin, purporting to be invitations from
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Jewish communities in Minsk and Kiev to
spend Shabbat with them.
Jakobovits said Thank You but No
Thank You. On his KGB approved
programme he was due to preach in the
main Moscow synagogue in Archipova
Street, and that is what he remained
resolved to do.

Tandetnik, cleady under KGB pressure
to keep Jakobovits out of Moscow for fear
of demonstrations, pulled his final trick. "I
am afraid," he said, "I have no tickets for
the return journey to Moscow."
Jakobovits batted not an eyelid, and I
went to the nearest booking office. It was
not till I stood near the top of the queue,
that Tandetnik sidled up, waved an
envelope and said: "Don't be silly. Here
they are." And we took the night train
back to Moscow.
Not once during that tense stand off or
under any other of the nine-day KGB
hassle did Jakobovits show that he had
even one nerve in his body. His cool
remained as unbreckable as the ice on the
Neva.
It was just one unsung moment of a
memorable Chief Rabbinate.
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fairy-tale castle in North East

IN Gemany
THE I suddenly
SHADOW
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a double
first.

For the first time I was taking part
in a ceremony to commemorate
Kristallnacht -that night in 1938 when
the Nazis burned down Germany' s synagogues. And my grandmother became
so frightened in her little flat that she
decided to give up her home and her
pension, and become dependent upon a
son-in-law whose affection for her was
strictly limited.
The second first was a shock. I found
myself described in the local paper the
following moming as "The Jew W.W."
The fact that it was a friendly report of
the ceremony, and that my own remarks
were summarised with near accuracy did
not soften the impact.
I am the last person who can or wants
to deny his Jewishness - I am as
comfortable with it as I am with my little
finger. And in the context of an event
organised and attended largely by nonJews,
the
emphasis
was not
inappropriate.
And yet, and yet. I aln so much else.
The same night that I was
commemorating Kristallnacht in
Schwerin, they were celebrating in
Berlin the tenth anniversary of the
breaching of The Wall. I remember the
night. I was driving from Newcastle to

Darlington to take the Friday night
service when I heard the news on the car
radio. And as I passed Peterlee, the tears
suddenly started welling up from a
normally small and reluctant reservoir.
Did they come because I was a Jew or a
European?
News of the battle for the London
mayoralty is daily guaranteed to boost
my low blood pressure. Are my passions
sparked as a Jew or a Londoner?
And the issue that roused every ounce
of my emotional energy at the end of the
last century, eyes and word processor
blazing into the late night, was the battle
to overtum the ban on cars in Henley's
Market Square.
We sacked the entire council and got
half the square back. A few more missiles
to be launched at the planners, will get us
the rest.
How did I get involved in that one? As
a Jew or a neo-Oxfordshire yeoman?
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to eat out his heart at the sight

TONYof BLAIR
FAIL
the deeplyCANNOT
impressive cabinet
the Chief Rabbi has just reshuffled
around himself.
There is even a minister for Internet
and Electronic Media to rival Chris
Smith. Ministers for Israel and the
Commonwealth will have no difficulty
outshining Robin Cook. And a Minister
for the Regions will easily keep pace,
with or without two Jags, with the
substantial John Prescott.
I notice one major omission. A finance
minister figures nowhere on the list.
Understandably, for when God provides,
why should rabbis wony?
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£500 million a year.

That chunk of winter cheer comes to us
by courtesy of the inaptly named
Professor Peter Halfyenny, who leads
social research at Manchester University.
And is not that rich when every AngloJewish body I have ever known, from
local synagogues through Leo Baeck
CollegetotheBoardofDeputiesisalways
scraping the bottom of empty barrels?
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF I.s mz.#!.srfer o/
Wimbledon Synagogue. He previously served
both Liberal and Reform congregations in
Brighton, Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle
upon Tyne. He was trained at Leo Baeck College,
and started his full time rabbinate as an assistant
to Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London
Synagogue. He was a Fleet Street journalist
before he became a rabbi.
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THE MANOR HOUSE SOCIETY
THE MANOR HOUSE SOCIETY is the cultural arm of

thesternbergcentreforJudaism,thelargestJewish
centre in Europe. The Manor House Society brings a
wide range of Jewish cultural and intellectual events
withineasyreachofalargeaudience.Regularactivities
includeconcerts,paneldiscussions,artexhibitions,
drama, book launches, seminars and lectures.
Subscription rates for MArvIVA, the journal of the Sternberg
Centre for Judaism and the Manor House Society are:
UK:

The Sternberg Centre and Manor House
Society provide easy access to the centre's
many amenities. These facilities include a
bookshop, library, cafeteria, biblical garden

andextensivegrounds.Thoseonthemailing
list receive advance information about
events and the Sternberg Centre Directory
and Diary of events throughout the year.

£14.00 per annum for 4 issues including postage

(2 years subscription -£28.00, 3 years - £42.00)
Europe:

£19.00 per annum for 4 issues including postage

(2 years subscription - £38.00, 3 years - £57.00)
Elsewhere* £40.00 per annum for 4 issues including postage
A/.rna/./..
(2 years subscription -£80.00, 3 years -£120.00)
Elsewhere* £19.00 per annum for 4 issues including postage

Surface.'

(2 years subscription -£38.00, 3 years -£57.00)
(*lf paying US dollars, the rate is as follows:
(*$65.00 Airmail; $32.50 Surface Mail)

Details from Pain Lewis at the Sternberg
Centre, 80 East End Poad, Finchley, London
N3 2SY

Tel: 020 8346 2288 Fax: 020 8343 0901

emai[:pain.Iewjs@reformjudaism.org.uk

Visit our website on www.refsyn.org.uk
for more information

FOPTHCOMING EVENTS
Tuesday 11 January 8pm
in association with the Three Faiths Forum -SARAJEVOUEF]USALEM AND EDITH STEIN
A talk by Yehezkiel Landau, lecturer, author, co-founder and Administrative Director of Open House Centre
for Jewish-Arab Coexistence, Ramic, Israel

14-28January2000
Anne Frank -Reflections on the Holocaust -Oil on canvas and gouache by Michael Manas Beeby

Tuesday 18 January 7pm
Opening of Anne Frank -Reflections on the Holocaust by Stephen Smith, Founder and Director of Beth Shalom Holocaust
Memorial Centre, followed at 7.30pm by "Pleflections", a lecture by Michael Manas Beeby

Sunday 30 January 7,30pm
A Voice for the Child -The Inspirational Words of Janusz Korczal{
Book launch and panel discussion with Babbi Colin Eimer, Sandra Joseph, F]aphael "Felek" Scharf and readings by Puth Plosen

4 February -17 March 2000
The Legends of the Baal Shem Tov -an exhibition of colour lithographs by Ferenc Flamm
February 2000
14th Annual Chess Simul with Jonathan Speelman

25 February -17 March 2000
"Carved in Stone" -an exhibition of sculptures in stone and bronze by Hana Samson
Saturday 4 lvlarch 7.30pm
at the Bull Theatre, 68 High Street, Barnet, Herts. Kerry Shale (BBC Badio's voice of Bill Bryson) plays all fourteen characters in

The Prince of West End Avenue, adapted from the novel by Alan lsler
LUNCHTIME RECITALS

Thursdays,i.15pm -2.00pm
Spring 2000 Series: 3 and 17 February; 2, 16 and 30 March
AF]TCOUF]SES

Ten week daytime courses with Jackie King-Cline from 11 January -21 March
Tuesdays 10.00am -12.30pm and 1.30pm -4.00pm

WATERCOLOURCLASS
Ten week evening course with Linda Gevertz from 12 January -15 March. Wednesdays 7.30pm -10.00pm
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